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7. SYSTEM ERROR ANALYSIS

7. 1 Introduction

In the following paragraphs, the operation of the Base Level Analyzer

will be examined and all sources of error will be identified and, if pos-

sible. described quantitatively. A final conclusion regarding the errors to

be expected will be made, summarizing all calculations and error estimates

in a conservative manner.

The error sources in the Base Level Analyzer operation fall into four

main categories and are:

a. Oil Sample and/or Standard Errors

b. Source Variations

c. Optics Errors

d. Electronic Signal Processing or Readout Errors

Of these, the last two categories will be emphasized since they represent .

instrumental errors which are within the scope of the existing contract aod

since the greatest amount of quantitative data is available in these areas.

Source variations would be covered in more detail except for a lack of firm

quantitative data. The first category, that of oil Sample and standard error.s,
t is not strictly within the scope of the contract and is an extensive problem

t area in itself. It will be discussed briefly, but no quantitative error estimate.

will be made.

The Base Level Analyzer is an instrument which doEs not contain an-ino-

ternal reference standard but compares oil samples of unkiown impurlty
level with supposedly known standards. As a result it is important to con-

sider in this error analysis only those sources of.error which affect the

calibration repeatability or reproducibility of the instrumentzover a rela.-

tively short time span, say one-day. Systematic err~ors which arem-either

constant or very small are not of major-concerni. However, such errors

will be identified where they exist and described as-well is is possible.-

L 71
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Since many of the errors to be discussed in the optical category are wave-

length dependent, being greatest for the spectral extremes, frequent mention

in examples will be made of iron. 'Iron has been selected first because it Is

of prime interest to the sponsor-; second, because the iron line being used

falls near the low extreme of the spectrum considered; and third, because the

working curve. for iron is nearly linear.

7.2 Oil Sample and Standard Errors

* Quantitative analysis of impurities in lubricating oil by spectrographic

r •ethods is based upon a comparison of the oil sample containing the unknown

impurities with a set of known standards containing the impurities of interest

at various levels of concentration. In order to obtain an accurate and mean-

Singful result from the comparison, the sample must be representative of the

whole body of oil frorr which it was extracted and the set of standards must

be reliable.

--Obtaining a representative sample is a matter of common sense and good

chemical technique. Samples must be obtained in a uniform and careful

manner considering oil temperature, time since last agitation, sampling level

within the reservoirsin the vehicle, and cleanliness of the glassware used.

Also, the handling of the samples subsequent to extracting the oil from the

vehicle must be such that no chemical reaction or sedimentation occur Which

might remove impurities from the sampled oil. Finally care must be taken

to avoid contamination of the sample or source electrodes when setting up

the source prior to burn'ing the sample.

Sets of oil standards are prepared by adding known amounts of organic

salts;.containing the metallic constituents plus solubilizing agents to a base

-oil assumed to be free bf impurities. Generally the highest impurity levels

are obtained directly in this way and the initial solution is diluted with

7-7-7
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additional oil to obtain standards at the lower impurity levels. The final

standards can be in error as a result of inaccurate weighing and mixing of

the organic salts, errors in diluting the initial high impurity level standard,

failure of all the organic salts to dissolve and remain in solution, chemical

rea( tions causing one or more metallic constituents to leave the solution,

dirtv glassware, and impurities contained initially in the base oil.

Of these sources of error, the most important and generally the hardest

to detect are the failure of the organic salts to dissolve and remain in solution

and chemical reactions causing impurities to leave solution. Weighing and

diluting measurement crrc;rs can be kept small, of the order of two percent.

Dirty glassware becomes more important at the lowest impurity levels but

should not present a problem if good technique is employed.

Impurities in the base oil cannot be completely eliminated. Generally

the assumption is made that an oil is impurity free as it comes from the

refinery container despite the fact that it may contain minor amounts of im-

purities (of the order of I or 2 parts per million (ppm)). Larger amounts of

impurity additives can be detected in the base oil by comparing supposedly

pure oi!s of different types. Srmall amounts of impurities (I or 2 ppmr) cause

an effective offset in the absolute calibration of the Base Level Analyzer but

do not impede its successful use since it is always used as a comparative

rather than an absolute measuring tool.

Since the subject of oil sample and oil standard errors is a major prob-

lem area outside the scope of the existing contract, no quantitative estimate

of overall error has been atterapted here.

7. 3 Source Variations

Changes in source conditions may excite some unknown lines differentially

with respect to reference background. No exact data is available as to the

7-3
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I
importance of this effect or the ultimate source stability requirements.

However, data have been obtained on the Baird-Atomic Research Direct-

*k, Reader Spectrograph (RDRS) which indicate that the integrated intensit% for

a burn of fixed time duration does not vary by more than * 10 percent and

that the total reproducibility error from ali causes, optical and electronic,

is of the order of + 10 percent. A source reproducibility error much less

than * 10 percent is indicated by this data despite the lack of a voltage regu-

lated supply for the RDRS source. Hence it vill be assumed arbitrarily that

reproducibility errors resulting from variations in source conditions are

small and are of the order of :k 1 percent or less for the Base Level Analyzer,

which does use a regulated source power supply.

7-4
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7. 4 Optics Errors

The optical errors which are to be discussed in this section arise from

changes in ambient atrnro3pheric pressure, temperature and humidity which

affect the index of refraction of air, the diffraction grating line spacing and

the dimensions of the mechanical supporting structure in the optical head.

These environmental parameters produce shifts of the spectral lines laterally

%-.ith respect to the exit slits (dispersion errors) and changes in optical focus

(line broadening). Errors are produced mhen the amounts of integrated power

reaching the referente and unknovn photomultipliers respectively vary by dif-

ferent scale factors.

In the Base Level Analyzer design discussed in this report the reference

photonmultiplier uses spettral background as a source of energy and hence its

output %ill not be affected bý minor discrepancies in optical alignment or dis-

persion or by minor focus errors. However, the output of a photomultiplier

collecting light from a spectral line of unknown intensity %,ill be affected. Per-

centage changes in the excitation of such a photomultiplier will produce equal

error percentages in the output reading of element concentration in parts per

million provided the w~orking curve for the element in question is linear.

In order to have a specific example for use in the discussion which follows,

the element iron has been selected. Iron is the element of greatest interest in

this program and it has a linear w-orking curve. Also, since the spectral line

used for iron (2599 A) is at one extreme of the focal curve, iron will e~perience

nearly all the peak errors discussed belou which are a direct function of wave-

length separation from. the optical alignment servo wavelength.

7.4. 1 Dispersion Errors

In an earlier section the dispersion errors in terms of lateral shifts for the---

extreme wavelengths were computed assumIng extreme changes in temperature,

pressure, and humidity plus an optical alignment servo for maintaining registra,-

tion between a mean wavelength and the corresponding slit. These shifts for

S
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temperature, pressure, and humidity are respectively 1.9 microns, 14

microns, and 1 micron at 2Z08 A and 2. 2, 16 and 0.8 microns at 4254 A

assuming the alignment servo operates at 3126 A.

An additional error of as much as * 5 microns can be caused by dispersion

-in the calcium fluoride plate used in the optical alignment servo. A 5-micron

shift is produced at the short wavelength end of the focal curve (2200 A) when

the full 100-rriicron deflection of the calcium fluoride plate is being employed.

Since the shift is a direct function of deflection, it normally will be much less

than 5 microns, even at 2200 A. Also the maximum shift at 4300 A is only

1. 2 microns at full deflection while no shift is experienced at 3147 A.

Dispersion errors can result in important output errors. The amount of

each in terms of percentage error at the photomultiplier output can be deter-

mined by considering the widths of exit and entrance slits and the spectral line

shaped.

"The B-ase Level Analyzer entrance slit is 50 microns in width and is imaged

by'a 1-meter grating onto 25-micron wide exit slits. The intensity profile of

the spectrdm line has an approximately Gaussian shape ;as shown in figure 7-1.

Translation of the line relative to the slit causes a decrease in the integrated

intens;ty passing through the slit. The power on the phcttomultiplier is P kkhere

P *(X) dx

I

-Inthis equation X l and X2 represent the boundaries of the exit slit and

exp 76
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Figure 7- 1. Intensiity Profile of Spectrum Line (approximate).
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Using the cumulative distribution function

P: = I( 2)-X .
V.

where

j(x) ()d
X

The values Xz and X always differ by the width of the exit slit i, or 25 micr,..

The graph in figure 7-2 shows the effect on the photomultiplier tube output for

shifts of various amounits.

It can be seen from figurp 7-2 that the maximum dispersion shift of 2 microns

caused by temperature, changes in index of refraction of atr and grating line

spacing produces less than a 0. 5 percent change in photomultiplier output.

Humidity variations produce a still smaller percentage change, about 0. 2 per-

cent. Since the reference channel will not be affected by these environmental

effec.ts, a maximum change in calibration in the iron channel of 0. 5 or 0. 2

percent will be observed for the complete temperature or humidity excursion.

Pressure changes cause a much greater shift, about 15 microns, in the

position of the spectral line relative to the exit slit. Figure 7-2 shows that

-this shift is equivalent to a 15 percent change in photomultiplier output (or

Serror) in the case of iron. An error of thi!:, zi.e is intolerable. Consequently,

-a mechfhisr has been provided whereby the grating is moved manually to-

ward-the center of the focal curve as pressure is reduced so that compensa-

tion for the line 3hift is achieved. A total movement of 0. 003 inch is needed

--- tO cornpertsate frorn 0 to 10, 000 feet altitude. Provided the grating is exactly

--- -djsted for azmint pressure no error will exist. In practice, however, only

rt- 4-•--• ;-_-aiaverage pressure setting for the height above sea level of the instrument

_w .lbe-,used.-.. Weather changes -can cuase rms atmospheric pressure variations

7.-8
* -... . . . . . . . . . --. _•
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about the average pressure setting of the order of 15 millimeters of mercury

and corresponding line shifts of 0. 8 micron rms. Errors from this source

in a reading of iron concentration can therefore be as much as 0. 2 percent

The calcium fluoride detlection plate used in the optical'alignment servo

can produce as much as a * 5-micron alignment error, equivalent to a * 1. o

percent output error. The amount of this eror is proportional to the diffetr

ence between the w-avelength in question and 312b A as 'hell as to the amount

of correction supplied by the servo. Pressure changes from 0 to 10, 000-fot

altitude produce a + 50-micron correction requirement. Temperature changes

of * 30*C require * 6 .6-micron corrections \%hile the total range of humLidity

change from minimum or normal conditions to high temperature wet conditiins

(23 0 C and 72 percent relative humidity to 55'C and lOG percent relative humidity)

gives only a + 3-micron correction. The * 1.6-percent error stated above

correspoiads to the maximum correction that can be made by the servo Nhi h

is k 100 microns.

7.4.2 Line BroadeningEfrrors

In the preceding section errors caused by shifts of a spectral line of cunstant

width relative to an exit slit were discussed. T"his section is concerned with

errors produced when the optics become defocused and the width of the spectral

line is increai;ed ',ithout any lateral shift. If the line is broadened relative to

the exit slit wi.k, , a smaller fraction of the total light \kill pass through to the

photomultiplier. The decrease in photomultipplier output can once again be

estimated assuming a Gaussian line shape. If the exit slit is 25 microns ,kide

and the line is 50 + 6 microns wxide, then the slit vidth in terms of standard

deviations (fT)'is

50
50,t6

7-10
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The power on the photomultiplier is

P . q,, (x) d x

2f 4 (x) d

0J

IpI

%khe re
, 25X -=- -O2 50 4 6

Fi gu re 7 -3 s ow.s, t he relative photomultiplier output plotted V-e-rsus the

broadening 6. The relative photomultiplier output is

X
S0_ (x) dx

(x) dxx4
0J

The focus errors which produce the broadening 6 result basically from

changes in ambient temperature. These errors occur in addition to the dis--

persion errors produced by temperature effects on the air and gratu•=g which

have already been an•alyzed in paragraph 4. 3. 5. No additional registration

errors result from temperature changes provided the complete optical structure

including focal plane is• fabricated of the same material so that it has a uniform

temperature coefficient of expansion and is maintained at a uniform tempera-

ture throughout.

In order to correct the focusing errors which can result L'iom temperature

S• changes, a servo has been provided to adjust the optical path between er~ranbe

slit and diffraction grating. This servo operates by inserting a. variable thick-....

heSS plate of calcium fluoride so that correct focus is maintained despite *30O°C

temperature changes and resulting changes in the size of the mechanical st'ruc-

ture.

FY 2
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These changes result from the fact that the optical head assembly will be a

casting of A 356 aluminum. This material has a linear coefficient of expain-

sion of I I x 10-6 inches per inckV*C or * 0. 011 inch over 40 incheg with a

S25'C teniper-iture change, results in an increase shift of & 0. 044 inch _over

a " 5'C temperature range. This is due tq~.the fact that the entrance slit

inoves 0. 022 inch relative to the grating and the grating moves 0. 022 inch-'

relative to the focal curve.

No app~reciable error %kould result from line broadening due to poor fo~cusing

if the servo WeK-re desig,,ned to operate in a proportional manner and if equal

focus correction ,tere provided for all wavelengths. However, neither of -these.

conditions13 are met. .The servo operates stepwvise covering the total range, V.

correction in 10 equal steps and the calcium fluoride has noticeable dis-persdon-

over the spec:tral band of interest.

First, consider the error caused by the stepwiqe servo adjuistment. The--

total servo focus correction is *0. 044 inch. Each servo step is therefore -

0. 0088 inch. Since it is equally probable that thc error lies anywhere w~ithin.=

this range, the rms focus error is 0. 0088/24-3 or Q. 0025 inch (63. 5 mr'icrons).

In an f/20-' opltic-a! system the line broadening to be expected is about i/'20 of-

this value or 3. 2 rr_-icrons. Reference to figure 7-3 shows that 3. Z micro'n

broadening causes a 5. 5 percent error in the photornultiplier output or, in the

concentration readling of an element such as iron.

Tlhese calrulatioins are considerably pes sim-istic since actual -measurement-

shows that an f/20 one meter diffract :on grating system with the entrance Slit-

displaced by 0. 050 inch has but 13 microns of line broadening. Linear ýextrap-ý

olation from this value leads to an rms brodnn ofoly075 micron and' a

corresponding error of- 1. 1 percent. -

Kg 13 -
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Second, consider the errors in focus produced by the dispersion of calcium

fluoride focus corrector plate. A plate ranging in thickness from about 3. 9

to 11 millimeters %%ill be required. Such a plate has the ability to -shift the

Local plane by a distance x where

x =d (1I.-

and

d = the plate thickness

n =the index of refraction

Assuming an I11 millimeter thickness and. taking the indices of calcium fluoride

at 2200 and 4300 A of 1. 4811Z and 1. 43950 respectively, the focal plane shifts

at these wavelength are 3363 and 35741 m1:,rons- The difference of Z11 microns

can be split so that the maximum error in focus at the extreme ý'avelengths is

*106 microns. A linear extrapolation of the line broadening measurement

previously -mentioned leads to a maximum value of line broadening of 1. 1

V% microns and a maximum error (figa.re 7-3) of 2. 0 percent. Typically, of course,

the error at the extreme wavelengths ;s less sinice the focus correction actually

used in a normal temperature environment is about half the maximum,

- 4
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7. 5 Electronic Signal Processing Errors

The light emitted by the source during the burn period is dispersed by

the diffraction grating and focused on the reference and unknown exit slits.

The light passing through each of these slits is detected by a photomultiplier

tube whose output current charges an integrating capacitor. Provision is

made in the charging circuit for photomultiplier dar'k current cancellation.

At the conclusion of the burn. namely when the reference capacitor voltage

reaches a specified level, the capacitors are disconnected from the photomuL-

tiplhers and their voltages are measured sequentially using a non-linear

measurement circuit utilizing the working curves for the elements. The

digitized outputs of the non-linear circuits. are converted to 9 bit.digital

numbers and stored in registers whose contents can betdisplayed at will on

a 3-decimal digit set of Nixie tubes.

rhe whole apparatus is illustrated in block diagram form in figure 7-4.

in order to facilitate the following error analysis. In the analysis, each

error producing block will be discussed in turn. Those subjects to be

covered areý

a. Photornultipliers

"b. Integrating Capacitors

c. Reference Capacitor Cuttoff Voltage

d. Dark Current Cancellation

e. 'Analog Circuits

1. Unity Gain Amplifier

2. Nonlinear Amplifiers

3. Analog-to-Digital Converters

f. Digital Circuits

EWE
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7. 5. 1 Photo :nultiplier Errors

The photamultipliers used in the Base Level Analyzer are

IP28 9-stage units operated from a common 1000-volt regula-.ed kupply

(an Arnuid Magnetic Corp. Model SMU). Three types of errorsi~caii be

considered to arise from the combination of photomultiplier and-supply.

These result from

a. Changes in Supply Voltage

b. Charges in Individual Photomultiplier Tubes

c. Photomultiplier Dark Current

The discussion of dark current problems will be deferred to paragraph 7.5.-3

Small changes in the photomultiplier supply voltage tend to-make lJarg'e-

changes in photomultiplier current gain and anode sensitivity. The -curireit -

gain G is --

G 6

whe re

6=the secondary emission ratio of the dynodes (approximately 3).'

In th e region of interest, 6 is approximately proportiohal to the voltage per

stage (M.)

6 K'V

so that
9

G-KV

if K ()9

If the voltage changes by a factor X then,

G 9 9
KX V

G KV9

Z-1



I
"A 1I percent change in voltage, which can be expected from the photomul-

tiplier-voltage supply over the design temperature range, can therefore give

""-boiit a * 10 percent change in gain.

However, because of the use of a common supply voltage for all tubes,

each should. experience the same gain change, at least to a first approximation,

so that the ratio of unknown capacitor voltage to reference capacitor voltage

should remain constant. It is possible that not all dynodes in the various tubes

wil'have exactly the same gain versus voltage characteristic and that a second

Order error will result. However, since no data is available upon which to

base a quantitative error estimate, it will be assumed arbitrarily that such

errors are negligibly small.

Differential aging.of the photomultiplier tubes, if it occurred following

calibration of the instrument.could have a major effect on the useability of

the Base Level Analyzer. Differential aging is important for some types of

photomultipliers, especially during the first 100 hours of operation. How-

-ever, it fs believed that this effect has not been observed with 1PL8

tubes. In any case a burn-in program can be conducted to achieve good

photornultiplier stability. Consequently, no assignment of error will be

"made to account for aging phenomena.

S.7. 5. 2 Integrating Capacitor Errors

7.-5.2.1 Charging Errors -- The voltage across a capacitor C being charged

from a current source I is given by

V [t [ L - t

V" [1:•- •: V jRL - RLC for RLC

-where -

R.- the leakage -resistance

t the -time

7-18



The capacitors being used have an intrinsic time constant of 25, 000 seconds,

except for the reference capacitor which is always shunted by a unity gaijn

amplifier having less than I. 0-nanoampere leakage current. and the' charge

time is of the order of 10 seconds so that the approximation is valid.

The voltage on the ith capacitor after burning the oil sample-is

i t fV. ~ 1(7-1).
1 C. [ RL Q]

11

and the tinie at the end of burn, t f, is found from the equation

VG R L t Lti tf* -(7-Z)
CR_ ZRL CR

where V is the reference threshold voltage and I is the leakage current-
R L

of the unity gain amplifier. It should be pointed out that leakage phenomena

included in these two t.quations do not of themselves cause output errors. If

all lvakagc phenomena were constant, no output errors would result, It is-

only when either IL or RI. varies that errors occur. Naturally a large-

variation in a quantity having only a vxnishingly small effect onhhe output

in the first place cannot cause a serious error. Therefore it is desirable

to keep leakage currents small as well as constant.

The rms output error, again using iron as our example, is idontical. to

t7 .



where

2 2, 2 v
f AVV Al(l R A R R

ARL (7-3)

14 The value of V. in this equation is obtained by eli-minating t ffrom equation

(7-1) with equation (7-2).

k I V k VV 1
V 1 R 2 RkZ (7-4)

*R L(I R I lR L.J

k I
R

C.

The ratio of the currents charging the reference and unknown capacitors

has been replaced by a constant k. This has been done since, for a given

'xnknoWn element-, source variations and photemultiplier power supply

variations affect both currents and their ratic remains constant. In other

words-the current errors are functionally related and correlated and are riot

_St'atisticall y independent. The same reasoning applies to the values of the.

_)rekerezice and unknown capacitors which are primarily, affected by temperature

7-20



and hence have a constant ratio. All remaining parameters in equation

(7-4) have statistically indepetdent random errors so that the averaging

operation removes all but the squared terms-from equation (7-3). Evaluating

equation (7-3) we find that

2•1Z L kl 2 ___ Z222

k V k ; k I k - 2
4I R 2 l 1 R AV
4R I4R ( IL)z R

SZZ Z2 4 4 1/2
k I R VLR kz k IR VR k2 z
{(AR - 2 4R )Rk . ARu 1

1 

+R

Assuming as values for the preceding equation

-9 
/

1 0 * 20 percent

I = 10 "6 am pere 
L L .

k : 1

C 10 farad AV
- 0-. 07 percent*

C I 1= 0- farad R

'1RL. , [K ]g11 -/2
t -20 percent AIR

L= . 10 percent

1 J/

C R 25, 000 seconds

V 0 volts
R

*See paragraph 7 5.2
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we find that

L "7.4 x 10-

If a typical value of V corre•r ponding t(, a current of 10 a- 7 iperes is 10 ,!
I

the rnis output crror is

= & ( 70 percentV

Of the four terms in thr, expression for

[ -t 1/

&V

the second contributes the major portion of the error The secozd terin

represents the effect of uncertainty in the reference capacitor cut-off xoltage

7 5,2.2 ._eaPage Errors -- In addition to the errors which occur during

the charging of the intugrating capacitors. which ha,,e just been discussed, lih.re

can be a variable amount of discharge between the time the capdcitor charging

is complete and the time that the charge is read out Ten unknown capacitors

are read at intervals of 100 milliseconds. Each ut these 0. 1 microfarad

capacitors has a 25,000 second leakage time constant. Since the voltage

during the time the capacitor is allowed to leak is

v V. exp -]V 0 ( for t << TI RE.CIR

* I

ii



the rnis error in v for a pirtricular V and t is

/

-- I- -1

This equatioton can be evaluated using the most pessimistic parameter

Values, n1am,.(ely-

V = 10 volts
I

t n 10 x 100 milliseconds I second

R C =5,000 secunds

jLR
.~ 1

L 0 percent = 0.5 percent
R C.

The result is thiat

AV .1;6 0.01 percent, a very small rms variable-capacitor-leakage
1rror.
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At. additional leakage error cain ocC.ar as each tinknown capacitor is read

SA 1 igieg hi ghl ii ut iml)Cd,ctt'ct- readout systet m is used to read all 10 capacitors

.After connection is made to a pirticular capacitor, 30 milliseconds are allowed

to pase to assure that all relay contact and amplifier transients have ended and

then the capacitor voltage is sampled for 30 milliseconds. The remaining 40

milliseconds 3f the 100-millisecond cycle is used to disconnect the amplifier

from the capacitor. During the sampling uptration the voltage leakage incrun•.nt

is

V
AV ~ i

a

where

a a i

R a the amplifier input impedancea

The ,,ariation in 6%°L as a resullt of changes in arnplifier input impedance and

sampling time is the error in this case.

21!2

V Vi i

a/z
2CZ

The rms error during capacitor readout is 0.01 percent for the parameters
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t = 60 milliseconds

T = R C. = 109 ohm x 10-7 farad 102 seconda a i

R a

S0.25 percent
11.

1

S21/2

L 10 percent
t

7.5. 3 Reference Capacitor Final Voltage Errors

The voltage on the reference capacitor at the end of the burn period-is.

ideally a constant value of the order of 10 volts, However, because of errors

occurring in the Adage HA-150 unity gain amplifier, analog-to-digital converter

and digital threshold used to monitor the reference capacitor voltage, there will.

be some small inconsistencies in the final value. These inconsistenýies, con-

sidered on an rms error basis. represent an output error for an element having

a linear working curve. The effect of this type of error was included in the

previous section in the form of the term

(8V)2 2•- aR] AV R in equation (7-3).

The unity gain amplifier has errors due to gain stability and drift or

offset variations. The output voltage, V , is given by

V =KV t
0 1

7-25
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-where

K = the gain

V. = the input voltage

A =the offset voltage.

Using this equation the rrns error in output is

f--]1/ ( 1 I

[AV3 JzK O

/)1/2

"2 2_
V A K -tAA

Using-the vaiues 2

.V 10 volts

100 microvoltS 5-8 microvolts rms

- = 10-6
K

V 10 volts
0

the equation gives for the unity gain amplifier error

- -
AV0--- 6 x 10 percent rms

0
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The analog-to-digital converter has errors due to its finite sampling

interval, drift in its voltage-reference-, and the resolution of the digital

output,

Since the sampling interval is 10 milliseconds and since 4the ramp

input to the converter has a slope of 10 volts in 10 seconds- or 1 volt per second,

the voltage change between samples is 10 volt or 0. 1 percent of full scale.

The rms error is 0. 1 percent/2a4'" or 0. 03 percent as a result of the finite

samplUg interval. The digital resolution is one part in 51Z for a 9-bit-system,

an rms error of 0.06 percent and the drift in the.voltage reference is 0.01

percent rms.

Combining all errors for both analog-to-digital converter and unity gain

amplifier, the total uncertainty in the reference capacitor cutoff voltage is

approximately 0.07 percent rms

7. 5.4 Dark Current Cancellation Error

Reversing relays and a dark current cancellation shutter-for the sou-rce

are provided in the Base Level Analyzer for the elimination of dark current

contributions to the charge stfir ' on the integrating capacitors. Charge is

stored over a number of regular cycles, light source produced photocurrent

plus dark current being added to the capacitor in one half cycle arid dark

current alone being subtracted in the next half cycle. Figure 7-5 shbws the

approximate effect on dark current alone. Starting with one-half of a positive

dark current pulse assures that the mean dark current charge increment will

be zero, since it is equally likely that the threshold will be reached and
shutoff will occur at anytime during the positive dark current pulse, a result'-

of the decision to cont.rol the final reference capacitor voltage rather than

the source burn time.

The effect of this error is included in paragraph 7.5.2. 1 and need not be
considered again separately.
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Figure 7-5. Dark-Current Cancellation
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-moral

Although the mean (lark current voltage increment shown in figure

7-5(b) is zero. the rms increment is non- zero

-D 
P ( s D dtl

T 12 D 1I

t _ dis D(7-6)", -i" c2t 2- tsj - •"•

0

Fhe full mIs voLtttge increment given in equation (7-6) does not

represent an output errur since comparable errors of different magnitude

appear in buth r(-fere|ce fapdcitor voltage and unknown capacitor voltage

and it is thl ratio of these voltages which is cf interest. If the subscripts)

i aiiA R repireseut umiktvovn and reference respectively then the fractional

error 'he voltage' ratio is

V tV V V
D i. V D DR

VR "- VDR R V I R V VR R D. D
C - - i "(7- 7)

V V DV I V R
V It

R R
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Using rms values of dark current voltage increment

V DR

and since

NT I
V 

C.
1

where N is the number of dark current reversals

ID N (7-8)
IR

Equation (7-8) can be evaluated using as pessimistic values of the parameters.

typical values for low unknown impurity concentrations and maximum dark currents

-8
ID = 10 amperes

N = 10

0i = !0 amperes (5 ppm impurity level)

I = 10-6 amperes

These values lead to an rms error, E, of'* 14.4 percent at maximum levels

of dark current and low levels of signal current for the unknown. If lower

dark current values can be achieved by selection of photomultipliers, say-9

10 amperes, the error is decreased to 1.4 percent. Additional improvement

7-30
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wait

can be achieved by )ncreasing the number of reversing cycles, N. Since

this decreases relay life, only a modest increase, say a factor of two, is

possible.

A problem, of accuracy exists at the high operating temperature levels

which may be experienced (130*F). At these temperatures dark current in

photormutipliers may increase as much as a factor of six:' over room

temperature values which are typically around 10 amperes in selected

tubes. At the 10-ppt, impurity level, the error would be increased from

(. 7 percent. the rorrn tempt._rature value, to .. 2 percent at 130°F.

7. 5 5 Readout Circuit Errors

In order to measure, the voltage stored on an unknown integrating

capacitor after the source burn and to convert this voltage nonlinearly to

a new voltage proportional to unknown concentration, a special readout-

circuit is employed. This circuit consists of a high input impedance unity

gain -:mplifier, an operational amplifier with non-lin.ear feedback networks

and an analog-to-digital converter. In addition digital storage registers

and readout are used.

The error contribution of the Adage HA-150 unity gain amplifier results

"from variations or drifts in offset voltage, noise and gain instability. The

offset voltage can vary between * 100 microvolts so that the rms error is

58 volts. The amplifier noise is 70 microvolt peak-to-peak or 10 microvolts

rms. In addition the gain variations are I ppm. Assuming that all these

errors are statistically independent and Gaussian they may be combined by

taking the square root of the sum of the squares. If a 500-ppm impurity

level is equivalent to a 10-vo! charge on the unknown capacitor, the combined

errors of the unity gain amplifier at a 500-ppm level are 0. 006 percent. At

10 ppm, the unity gain amplifier error becomes 0.03 percent and atl ppm, 0.3

percent.

RGA Technical Manual PT-60, "Phototubes and Photocells", p. 96,
ski- Radio Corporation of America, Lancaster, Pa., 1963.
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The operational, amplifier error contribution arises from gain

instability and offset voltage drifts with changing temperature and supply

voltage. The gain stability is determined by the stability of the resistances

Sin the feedback loop. If these have .25-pprn stability, then the gain stability

is 0.004 percent. The temnperature produced offset is 3 microvolts per °C

or :h 90 microvolts over the tem~perature range. rhe SILpp'.y voltage produced

offset is *i 200 microvolts per volt. Since the 28-volt supply used has a

0. 05 percent per *C temperature coefficient, an: additional 72 microvolts

can be added for a total offset voltage variation with temlperature of $1?

microvolts. At the 500-ppmn impurity level the total operational amph.fit r

error is 0.004 percent rn~s and results from gain inst.,ibility. At the 10-ppil

impurity level, the operational amplifier drift gvems it :k 0. 1 percent error U%'er

the temperature range while at the 1-ppm level there is ao 1: percent error

over the temperature range.

The analog- to-digital converter errors result from the instab)ility of its

Svoltage reference. which is knov, n to be :t 0. 01 percent,. and f rom the digital

resolution of a 9 bit binary system The latter is a one part ill 512 peak-to-peak

error or a 0.06 percent of full scale rms error so that it predo'ninates The

total analog- to- digital converter error is 0.06 percent rmns or 0 3 ppi at 500

Spprn, 3 percent rms Rr 0. 3 ppin at 10 pprn, and 30 percent rrns or 0. 3 pp ) a t

1ppm.

The digital portion of the readout system. including regist,,rs and Nixitl

tubes is assumed to be error free

7. 7.a Surnmary of Base Level Analyzer Errors

A summary of the errors calculated in the previous paragraphs is given in

: table 7- 1. No attempt has been made to combine all errors since many reach

S~meaningful levels only under particular adverse environmental conditions

However, the most important error sources are imperfect dark current
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canc, :,. and electronics readout errors (primarily digital resolution

error). Poth of these sources of error are most important at impurity

-Concentrations below 10 ppm and together can produce a 5 percent rms

-?'rror at high temperatures at the 10-ppm impurity level.

One of the worst possible combinations of conditions is found in a high

altitude, hot, humid location. If the maximn-i limit of the temperature,

pressure and humidity specifications all occur together, iron (\ 2599 A)

experiences a 5.5 percent rms or 0.55 ppmn error at the 10 ppm level plus

offset errors totaling 2 percent The offset error remains constant at lower

impurity levels while the rms error is inversely proportional to concentration.

"Thus, at the I-ppm le "cl of iron the error will be aboat 55 percent rms or

or 0.55 ppm.r The error for I % concentrations of lead may well exceed that

of iron since the lead line used is also at short wvelengths (2203AI and the

sensitivity shown by the lead working curve is less thin that for iron.

7- 34
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8. RELIABILITY

8. 1 Rellability Proaram'~Plan

8.1. 1 Basic Philos~lpx -T

The basjic phiius-.phy -f the Base Leve4l-Analy z. Rteliabqd-fty- P.o tn --ý- to

Qnipjhas, t-, adequate reliability controls durifnpgithe -debxgn it~ hepo~c
hee ttruls reflect [hweurmns fteI 3ork tt

mentt and -ire thecrnrtneofterialt-,sucr. B-aird-Ato0mi-C -take W---ý1

mustbe nheentin hiebas" desrigi 1

c )tros n aeasut-ýrtha te dsig-phasi6e can

vvrtorrot~ t or niakc up r basic decvign defects.

rdc tup forlilti. -j iheA--idE!gjiL u ntrO hAste reALnt

effort .N,.11 also be d;rected tu-ward ensuirn Pthat the -PrT ueetOmnfa-u

irng, -ai~etx 111xu-iin factors. anxd Mai ntainabidf t'y eeet ttl.ot~

tr tgrated it.) that piixt, v, here each ýeletfiei'n a- driim~ a

I ) h ! h:.ibi1ItN o tnt: an~l\vZerl.

~~ I Pvlzibý.i~v Olu.± ;,ito,

6 1 Gcxnerai RýL1id'ni:LyRequirements

The Blaird- Aton-t Relliotbiity Program req!uireinents are as specified -in the

b MIL- R-C-u'484lA except that MIL-T-2'1200D shall be substituted for

M~l-I-I0O - aLCordince vit h RFQ 33-65-t-65-5001. dated 31 July 19b4

In izeneral the Reihabi1hty Programn will consist of the fol'.o-xing basic

t.Design R~eview~ Programi
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b- Parts Program and

c. Milestone Identification and-Schedule

d. Monitoring Program

e. Failure Analysis and Reporting

f. Reporting

.1 4 Design Review Program

During the design phase of the project, the reliability of each subsystebm

proposed is carefully considered before final design decisions are made. The

reliability design review shall take into consideration the following factorr:_--

a; Concept and Design Approach -

b. System and Component Design and Performance Requirements -_'.9

c. Environmental Requirements

d. Maintainability Requirements

e. Safety Requirements

In the area of mechanical design, stress analyses will be-petformed to

alsure that the critical mechanical structures will not fail in the environmiit

specified or will not fail under the shock and vibrationr tests specified. In the-

area of opcical design, tolerance studies will be made to assure that the manu-

factured optical system will have the same performance as the computed re-

quirements. Also, in the electronic design area, preferred parts and circuits

will be selected for tneir reliability aspects and will be employed with proper

derating. Circuits will be simple, have a minimum number of parts, and in-

corporate redundancy where it appears de irable.

The design review program will consist of a cricital failure mode analysis

of each major subassembly. A system diagram will be used for the initial

prediction. Each subassembly will be assigned a reliability apportionment,,
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and a detailed.analyvii of all parts comprising each subassembly will be made

. -lative to the apportionment. Updating and reliability trade-offs will be made

a~s reqbired by the 'pr-gram position.

The analyzer reliability shall be assumed to be in accordance with an

exponential distribution; that is,

R -es t

where

- system reliability :. 0. 9989
•t- " - - -< ... [15 failures/Ha

system failure rate6 = I/MTBF :5 1 1/ 1 5 0 falrsH

-t- z r•quired operational time.I 10 minutes

- - -asis for total life requirements, maintainability, etc. , it will be

Issufmed'that the longevity (total operating life) requirement, in accordance

wi•th MIiR-.2648A, shall be 3000 hours, minimum. It is implicit that at any

-ime the equipment is operated during this 3000 hour operational period, the

probability of it completing a 10-minute run will be 0. 9989.

RADC Reliability'Notebook, AD-148868, and MIL Handbook 217 will be used

-in tfe -assignment of failture rates when documented evidence from the supplier

_of a specific part or subassembly is not available upon demand. It is under-

stood that both the RADC Notebook and MIL Handbook 217 offer only engineer-

ing estimates of failure rates and as such do not constitute proof of a failure

rate specified. Moreover, it is also understood that a failure rate specified

by a vendor of a component or subassembly for the analyzer may be an

average failure rate attained over a period of time when the vendor has con-

-trolled manufacturing and testing techniques. The failure rate specified by

the vendor does not have to necessarily reflect the lot from which the compon-

ent or subassembly supplied to Baird-Ator._:. was selected.
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8.1 5 Parts Program

"Baird-Atomic reliability-shall sign off all requisitions relative to end-item

procurement of all major parts and/or -subassemblies of the analyzer. In this

way, complete control is maintained by the reliability organization.

8. 1.6 Milestone Identification and Schedule

Milestone identification and schedule will be in accordance-with figure--8-.Z.

8. 1. 7 Monitoring Program

Reliability monitoring will be involved with~ the fo owfing.

a. Procurement

b. Development Testing

c. Manufacturing

d. Acceptance Testing

e. Maintainability Evaluation ------

8, 1.7. 1 Procurement - Where pos-sible, eachWpart a-nd a- -baasernbly• o-f-'

the analyzer will be a "preferred" item -and Will be, pur'chaisd in accordance

with the pertinent specification Qualified Paits Li-st (QP- L).

When a required item does not conform to either the RADC Notebook -or MIL

Handbook 217, the project manager will be so informed by Reliability. The-

supplier of this item %•ill be requested to inform Baird-Atomic Reliability ake to

a failure rate relative to our specific usage. A reliability report will be corm-

piled on each of these items outlining all judgments as to predicted reliability.

8. 1. 7.2 Development and Acceptance Testing -- Development and acceptance

testing will supply all data relative to justification of the design reliability pre-

diction. All data gathered during these tests will be used to verify the reli-

ability prediction by means of a sequential test analysis technique.

8-5
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8. 1. 7.3 Manufacturing -- Techniqfues of manufacturing an.,A assemb.1y of each-

analyzer will be monitored by reliability in celose cooperation with Quxality

Assurance personnel in order to insure a minimum degradation of the anaryzer'

design reliability.

8.1.7.4 Maintainability E~ation -Duiring the pr~ototye tAbsting

the maintainability shall -be ve -ified- by simuliations In a__ccodac wit1- -

graph 40. 1. 1 of MIL-M-Z6SlZB.- --

8,-1. 8 Fa'ilureý Analvsis and ittgorting

A test summary tabulated against corsecutive failur-e numbers 9 shalt be moadei

including both relevant and nonrelevant failures. The test. sumnmary shall con-ii

tamn the following items:

a. Failure Number

b. Failure Analysis Number

C. Date

d. Part Name.

e. Part Number and Symbol

f. Subassembly

g. Major Assembly

hi. Serial Number of Equipment

i. Hours of Operation (both equipment and total accumulated)

j. Mode of Operation

k. Manufacturer of Failed Part

1. Symptom of Failure

m. Cause of Fail~xre

n1. Corrective Action for Test Continuation

o. Diagnosis Time for Each Skill Level

p. Repair and Retest Time fo'- Each Skill Level

q- Categorization of Failure

r. Result of Failure (catastrophic abort, degradation, etc.)

A full tabulation of failures will be submitted with every monthly report.

8-7



8i 1A Reliability Reeorting.

Baird-Atomnic Rehiability will submit a progress report each month as part

of the Contract Progress Reporte

'Etch monthly repbrt will contain a complete treatment of any trouble

Are-mAsA aiwie pad~ correc-tive actioni required andjor completed. Up-

;V~jter -~ lpblf rediction will be subm~itted in accordance with the

timings~cifie44in figure -8-2. Each updated prediction will include an updated

elettronic parts list in accordance with figure 8-3.

The final report, at the end of each phase of the program. will consist of a

complete analysis and prediction of the probability of success of the analyzer.

8. ZI ntro-dx'ction

!n ccrdncewih heparameters as specified in RFQ33-657-65.-5001A

-and the -basic reliability requirements as outlined in MlL-R.-26484A (USAF).

this report includes tho se aspects relative to the predicted reliability of th-

-Base Lve-Le Analyzer design.

The operational life of the instrument is defined as 3000 hours minimum in

accordance with MIL-R-Z6484A (USAF). It is assumed that the 3000-houir

operational life of the instrument is defined as system ON time, not specimen

analysis time.

Throughout this analysis, failure rate assignments are made in accordance

with t.he following:

a. The failure rate quoted by the proposed supplier, (where documentary

4. evidence to justify the supplier's claim is available to 13aird-Atomic upon

demand).

8-8
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b. MIL-Handb ook 217, where compo ~nt x~ill be purchased to the appro-

prate MIL specification.

B6st enginieering estimate of the .proposed supplier.

Thete~ire reiablit ofthe proposed design is 0. 9989 over an operational

-use period of 10 minutes. These criteria specify an MTBF of IS0 hours.

In accordance with the positions outlined in the Reliability Program Plan,

the Base Level Analyz'er des,,gn has a predicted reliability anid associated Mean

Time Between Failures (MTrBF) as shn\%n in figure 8-4-

Figqre 8-4 shows that the reliability and MTBF of the analy~er desig': range,)

from a V.999799 and 820 hours respectively at 60 run;- per hour to 0. 999ý928b

2ind 2270 hours respectively at 8. 4 runs per hour, this being the rnaxiinuin-

minimum numibe rof estimat~cf runs per hour on the basis of a one man or~e '

tion.

On a -design basis, therefore, the Base Level Analyzer exteeds the req,.IredC

MTEF )f l50*hours by a minimumn factor of S. 5 at 60 runs per hour andi a m~axi-

mumn factor of 15. 0 at 8. 4 runs- per hour.

For completeness, Baird-Atomiic Reliability has investigated the on, ept

of treating the 10 integration X c.hannels as a p)Arallel sv-steni and hai s deter-

mined the inc reased relI iabilit y )f the vystein a- sunii ln some X - l~a ne I ma v

fail without systern degradatior, Paragraph -4 3 givcs a complote treatment.n

the analysis -,%hich shco\N, i n in( reased ýys¶eiri M hF' of from 11-4. 5 to, 11 3

percent.

It is the c onclusion of Dai rd -Atorni c Re'liabi lit y that 'he, analyz~er de."Ign as

reflected in dc'iv'erable hardvkare will more than meet requirements.

13-10



System -

MTBF System
(firs) Reliability

Z400 0.999950 j+-__

2300: 099994(10 4  ...Lý22730- -~--- 1
-0.999930=4

0.999928 -
Z100 0.999920 1
Z000 0.q9~9 10

1900- 0.999900

1800 -0.999890 Number

1700- 0.999880 Anlye

1600 0.999870 - on t

1500 0. 999860 1 One -Man

1400- 0 .999850

1300 0.999840 .-.. .i r

1200 0.999830 R MB

1100 0.999820 R 1 y enTeiblt

1000 0.999810 MTF 0 System Mean Time

9C 0.()99800- 313,210 t71576084 x-i0-'r.

800 0. 999790 Analys es /Hour

0 0 j 10 15 0 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

Number of Sample Analyses /Hour

Figure 8-4. Reliability and MBF versus Nuimber of Sample.
Rusper H-our



8.2. 3 Reliability Prediction

8.2.3. 1 Gerieral Introduction -In accordan~ce N.uth Ml].-R-_1t'484A (UJSAF)

the exponential distribution is assoin~ed for the proposed desigi. et- fore

R~ 
t

where

R = system reliability =0. 9989

I
k = system failure rate =-

s MTBF 150

t =operational time period =10 minutes

Since the required MTBF = 150 hours, the failure rate design goal of the Base

Level Analyzer system is as follows:

1 -9
=6, 667, 000 x 10 failures per hour

8.2. 3. Z Functional Opera~tion of the Base Level Analyzer -- The first se

in the reliability analysis was to gen~erate a reliabiliay functional operation

diagram of the proposed system (figure 8- 5).

8,2.3.3 Reiblt lokDarm- The second step in the reliability

analysis was to generate a reliability block diagrarn of the proposed system

(iue8-6). It will be noted that there are 10 major subdivisions of the

analyzed system as. follows.

Rl structures

R- miscell1aneous electrical components

it excitation source system

Ssource--shutter mechanism
4

R =optical systeit

8-12
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R 6. monitor uervo system

R,=tilt-normal system

R8 signal receiving system

R9 signal processing systems

R 10=signal readout system

The following analysis takes each of the above major subdivisionis specified

together with their associated subassemblies and fully outlines the position

taken relative to each failure rate assignment,

8.2.3.4 Subsyste Anlysis -- In. paragraphs 8.2.3.4.1 throughi 8.2.i3.4,410'

2-and tables 8-1 through 8-6, all sub~seemblies are noP:o hesk fco~nit.

However, when a particufar subassembLy and its operation, is-a -function: of he 7-

number of analyses made per hour, the failure rate is not stated. Paragraph

8.2Z. 3. 4. 11 and table 8- 7 contain all failure rate assign"ments- as a function of

analyses made per hour.

8.Z.3.4.1 Structures -- Structures used in the Base Level-Analyzer design

include the following:

R 11 case and support structure

R 12  exit/entrance slits, lens and mirror mounts

R 1 3  optical encasement

It is assumed that all structures reflect a mature design with the incorporation -

of proper safety factors as determined by structural analyses. Therefor~e,.-al1

structures are defined as being represented by a rectangular failure density

function, and the apportioned reliability value is assumed to be 1. 00, or

ki X12 - 13 X1

8 - Is.
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8.2.3.4.2 Miscellaneous Electrical Goponents -- There are eight sub-

groups under miscellaneous electrical components, R as follows:

R21 = source setup switch

R 2 = photomultiplier gain adjust
R23 start switch

R2 4  programmer

R = system air intake

R 2 6  interlocks

R 2 7 V air port actuators

R = power supplies
28

-- &W2 irdance With table 8-1 for that part of the total failure rate, X which

is not effected by the number of analyses per hour, is As follows:

. 2 -110,380 x 10=9

8. 2.3.4.3 Excitation Source System -- There are six subgroups under

excitation source system, R3 as follows:

R = electrodes

R3 = gap adjustment mechanism

"R RF' meter
-33
R 34 = control gap air pump

R = mercury lamp
.35

R 3 6  rotary electrode drive

Since the analytical electrodes are replaced every run and the control

gapL adjustment mechanism is manually operated, it is assumed that R

-ai R3 can be defined as a rectangular failure density function, and the

apo-tioned.reliability value is assumed to be 1. 00 or X 0.
31 3U

ý; -,Note: See paragraph 8.2. 3.4. 6 for a full treatment of the mercury lamp.

E8-16
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sn accordance with table 8-4 the tcial failure rate for that part of X3

which is not effected by the number of analyzies per hour, is as follows.'

X3=0 XlO0

8.2. 3.4.4 Shutter Mechanism - There are two subgroups under the shutter

mechanism, R I . as follows:

R 41 shutter relay

-R 42 shktter switch

Since both R 1and R 4Zare a function of the numnber of ;ýnal-,'ses made per

hour, the failure rate, .X4' which is not effected by the number of analyses

made per hour, is as follows:

X 4 0 X10-9

8. 2.3. 4.5 OpticalSystem - There are three subgroups under the optical

system, R 51 as follows:

R5'=grating

R =lens, mirror, and filter systenis
52

R 5 3  focal plane

Si nce the op tical elements will be structurally sound and zhe transmission

-and-reflectance characteristics are not expected to degrade over the 3000-hour

-operational period, a rectangular failure density function is assamed and the

-Apportion-ed reliability values are assumed to be 1. 00 for each of the subgroups.

TeF -form,

- -0

- 8-18
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8. Z.3.4.6 Monitor Servo System -- There are eight subgroups under the

monitor servo system, Rb as (ollows:

R61 = servo ampliliers

R = servo motor

R63 = corrector elate

R64 = photomultipijer tubes and recepticles

R65 = mercury lamp

R 6 6  bar adjust (manual)

R67 manual ON-OFF switch

R 6 8  servo shutter mechanism

It is assumed that all structure mechanisms reflect a mature design with the

incorporation of proper safety factors as determined by a structural analysis.

Therefore, all structures are defined as being represented by a rectangular

failure density function, and the apportioned reliability valu'- for R63 and

R66 = or X63 = x 66 = 0.

In accordance with table 8-3 (page 8-19), the total failure rate for that partof the

monitor servo system, X 6 which is not effected by the numlber of analyses

per hour, is as follows:

x6 = 59, 100 x 10-9

The mercury lamps (one in the high voltage supply near the auxiliary gap

and the other the reference mercury line' source in the monitor servo system)

are purchased from the commercial division of Westinghouse as their type 794H.

Westinghouse has supplied Baird-Atomic with their best engineering estimate

-of lamp life characteristics as follows:

Random Failure Rate 80 percent probability that any lamp will
-" attain a life of 6000 hours

8- 20



Mean Life 6000 h,:urs with a standard deviation of
approximately 1400 hours

T~he random failure rate is compiuted as follows--

-6000 Xrno
0. 80 C _

whe re

~random ?Ox 9

Assuvr'ning four standard deviations fromn the mean, the wearout pzrobabilitr

--t (6000 - 4 x 1400) 400 hours is 0. 0000 3Z or die probability of iio W-6afo-u t

is 0-.1~99968. rhis probability of no -wea'on~t when coniidered at a timxe-of`.

400 liours converts to a wearout, Xof zero.

Therefore, the failure rate for the mercury lamp 13 37,ZOx1 vhn-

the lamp is roplaced every 400 hours. This will be coinslidi-d-&be _

tnaý.itainability requirement.

.2. 31.4. 7 Tilt-Nor-nal System -- The-rq are four subgroup-s- unerhý t

normal systerni R,. as follows:

-R lt--normal switch
7Y

R, tilt-normal meter

photomoltiplier tube and ,:-ýcepticle

R mc~ter shunit
74

The tilt-normal switch failure rate is identical with item R - airre 'rate-

Therefore, from table 8- 1.

71 860xIt10 9
_ _

7l-W



The tilt-normal meter failure rate is identical with item R 33failure rate

but with a duty cycle of 1/120. Therefore, from table 8-21

7Z -0x 5100 x 10-

or

X 40 x10-9

The photot-ultiplier tube and recepticle failure rate is equal to one-hialf of

item. R failure rate. Therefore, from table 8-3,
6~4

73 15950 x 1

The meter shunt is a standard potentiometer and MIL-HDBK-217 defines

such as fvllows:

74 -0x 300x 10

or

x74

The failure rate for that part of the tilt-normal system X 7which is not

effected by the number if analyses made per hour is as follows:

~ t\ ~X +X
7 71 7Z 73 74

or

x 6850 x10

7 -2



8. Z~. 3. 4. 8 Integrated reiay ntok There are seven subgroups un-de'r

integrated relay network, R ,as follows-

R inclegarteiso caacto~rs87

85

8In34. Scodacignalabreces-4.gtSystetal-failere rare fiveh a pabgr~ouf X ndwichtgns

proces sing sys tern, R asflo:
9'

R =Unity gain amplifiers
91

Rq= relay network and nonlinear shapers

R9 operational amplifier

R =analog-. to-ýdigital converter
94

R9  register assenably

In accordance wtith table 8-5 the total failure rate of that part of X9 which fi

not effected by the number of anailyses per hour, is as follows:-

x=71,430 x10 9

9

8.2.3.4. 10 Signal Readout System- - - There are four subgrioups -under

signal readout sy-ST.om, :R10 as foltows-:

X 1 10-posit ion manual fea~dout switch -101
RIO accumulator count- do~wn -circuit -

107
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R 0 pulse counter circuit

R 14 nixie display assembly

In accordance with table 6-6 (page 8-25), and since all four items are effected

by the number of analyses maide per hour, the failure rt, X 1'which is un-

effected by the niumber of analyses made per hour is as follows:

X 0 x10-9

10

8.123..11 F-lure Rates Effected by Numbeir-of Analyses per Hour -- Table 8-7

- pesK~t ' ccnilet aalyi-of those itemns effe cted by the number of analyses

mad E;N-hour onthe AnalW~er.

Cocus ions

8 14---1 VPrbdite6d-MTBF -'A summ-ary of the predicted failure rates is in

_:iArccoidance with table 8-8. The resulting system failure rate is as follows.

-Systern failure rate. X. P 13,210 - 15,084 XJ x 10~ failure per hour

- ~whe~re -

X number of analyses made per hour

1 1 9
.!*dicted MTBF x ' iIo 5, 4 J10

tQ .ZI.4Z~ Predctedi~liaItI -- Using the exponential-j

'I.- - - a -

i:~ ~ L-

-fý4- 75;ý

Thz-m
~J7-

~?
0Wig__ - - 8Z
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CN [
where

R =system reliability
S

X = systemn failure rate =[313,210 + 15,084 X) x 10- failures per hour~

t operational use period =10 minutes

then

R exp [ -(31;3,2Z10 +F 15, 084 X)x 10'J
s6

Figure 8-~4 is a plot of both MTBF and R as a f-.nction bf X, whe re Xls _th-e__'

number of analyses made per hour.

If for a one-mnan operation it is assumed that each analysis takes aLive

minutes and the operator exhibits a 70 percent efficiency,-.then the number-

of analyses made per hour will be as follows:

I nlyi 60-- ninte x ('70 8.4 analyses per hour
5 minutes hour

On this basis, that is, X S. 84 analyses per hour,

R 0.999928
S

MTBF 2273 hours

at 8.4 analyses pe r hour

If the Analyzer is coperated at 60 aaa)yses per hour,

R = 0.999799

MTISF = 8Z0, 9 hou~rs _

at 60 analyses per hour



Relative to the predicted design M.TBF, the Analyzer design exceeds the

-requirem'ebnt of 150 hours by a factor ranging from

-Minimum Excess 820.9/10 5S

-Maximum Excess =27-3/150 15. 0

8Z.4-3 Parallel, Channel Con~siderations - The purpose of this seetioti is

;Q5_UZLto, dite6r mx ne the magznitude of incrpased system reliability iif some failure'

ar zxss~~ein-the' te X-chan-ne'Is'.

Thee wll e reeca e s- c onside red-

--A Case I -The operation of th ree specific X-channels will be assumed

to 1e mandatory. This investigation will determine what increase in reliability

w*111_ beattained as& -tming one up to seven failures are permitted in the balance

of a _11e The chantinnels. _ s

b as I heoertinoffursecific X-channels will be assumed

_to n:-e mpraiidato ry. This inves-tigation will d-etermine what in~crease in r(,liability

will beattained assuming one up to Six failures are -permitted in the balance

of sx X-hunfnels~

-Case III The operation of five specific X-c' anels will be assumed

t _rnanaoy This itriesigati - A0aors will d _n,-itie what I iraa~e in reliability

will beuattained _.assurnii one qp to five failures are-permitted in the balance

ons ofv- the aniare

Ths~potosoftesstem that are include -in a Par~llci~re r in

~ccbrdatc wth 7table ý8-9.

__ i t_ h"

.Fin .arp 8. .. .. ..bi sytm ii ae wt tozrms

Zr-S

4Z19A I 13 l+IS 0



Table 8-9

X-Channel Breakdown

Channel -
'tmCompon~ent and x x 10" X X_ 10 Table-

Bradown R

-WIPhotomultiplier 55

I Photomnultiplier
Receptacle

Relay Network and 1 R Rly61AX
Integrator 1 "!S" Relay ý6ý4X f

I tM" Re-h'; 66.-4X-
I "C" Re)liv 66,4X-

Relay Network and 1.4 RC elay 93S

Nonlinear Shapers- 2 Diodes Rssos&&Q

6 -Poteht6nt _tc-_r9

Register2 Modules40

Photornultiplie r
Gain Adjuzst~

-I2

The failure rate -for total -o th

tioni-a follows;

LJ9Li 37- '-

_ _~ube~fa~-alyse mde½r

___________________ 2.T

___ __ ___ __ ___ _Z7_



4 From table 8ý9, the failure rate for one channel Under the parallel

circuitry -c~neideration is

= -9
1 11, 450, 358.-7 -x x10

ý,Awt.L b the ten channels -the -total-failuie rate is

- 0 -- --- 4-50 3587 XJ x 10-

0-Wthe system that is not included in the paralld circuitry is defined a~ s c

4seri s-prin Reis then R. is defined as follows:

t
series

-R e
ies

t 10 minutes

'AX 10.X, [31-3, ZIO + 15, 084 XJ x 109 L-[U4, 500 +3587 X]x 10-
isexiea system

C(?

[198.,710' + -11,497 X Ix 1-0~

7-0 s~tmrlaiiy hen conside red f r.:rn the parallel circuitry point m~

-syte M parallel, 7iries -

04- et nitt -ar icular ease i voIved.

~j
WO8~f

_____ a ~t57: -e



7-2

a. Case I -- Case I requires that three 8pecific--X-chaninels of the te-n

available operate. Therefore, Ris that probability- of Success_ of-the- s-even:.parallel-
remaining channels op-!rating when one' or more thse. seve'n channels m *y--ail.

r

R = \> (Rl n (I R )kparallel La k P p
k=0

where

n seven channels

r maximum number of channel failures permitted

k =failurcA considered, ranging from 0 -r

R the probability of successful operation of one channel e
P

o r
[11, 450 4 358. 7 X x 10-

R =
P

If we consider 60 analyses per hour as -the worst case,

1 ~-9-
- [11,450 + 358.7 x 601 x 10 - 59 xAO 9

or

R 0. 99999455

Siznc'_ R_ f99999455 is so close to L0, ev~en one peritdfit~wl

Tnd'e a~alelbe equivalent to100-by-.obse-rvagion



Therefore, for Case I

R R xR
system series 3 channels

t1 -9 9

-[Pl8,7lo + 11,49-7 x lo -3 [11,450 + 358. 7 X] xl• -

e X E

or Cor R e- [38, 843 * 096 X I x ILV- 9

system

and

MTBF 1
systenm 233,060 - 12.573 X] x 10-9

b. Case II -- Case II requires that four specific X-channels of the ten

available operate. Using the same arguments as in Case 1, R = 0. 99999455p
and therefore R paral-l 1. 0 when at least one failure is permitted.

Rsystem R series R 4 channels

-[198,710 + 11,497 X]I x 10-9 -4 [11,450 + 358.7 Xj x 10
6

e x

or

-[40,752 + 2, 155 XJ -x 10-9

system

and

MTBF sy te =syse 2[244,510 + 12,932 X] x 10

8-34
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a. Case III - - Case III requires that five specific X-channels of the, ten

available operate. Again using the same arguments of Case I.

Rsystem R series x R5 channels

-[198,710 - 11,497 Xj 1 x 109 -5[11,450 + 358.7 XJ 4 .x 10O

or

R [42.660 + 2.215 X] x 10-9

s y stem

and

MTBF 
1

s~ystem [255,960 + 13,Z91 X1 0

Looking at the effects of Cases I, H. and III, with respect to the extremes

of X, (the numbe- of analyses per hour), the system Reliability and system

MTBF are in z.ccordance with table 8-10.

The minimum excess factor 6. 3 at 60 operations per hour

The maximnum excess factor 19. 7 at 8.4 operations per hour

Therefore, the parallel circuitry approach will increase the MTBF of the

analyzer as follows:

6. 3 - 5. 14.5 percent miniimum
5.5

"19.7 -. 15 31.3 percent maximum
15_

The minimum and maximum increase in MTBF is therefore, 114.5 and

131. 3 percent respectively.

4 :-
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9. MAINTAINABILITY PLAN

9.1I Basic Philosophy

The basic philosophy of the Baird-Atomic maintainability progiram to to ink

troduce within the design frame work concepts and techniques that will @nsure
ease of maintenance and operation within the limitations specified by the pro-

cuiring activity.

9. 2 Maintainability Organization

The organization structure of maintainability, and its immediate access--to
top management, is in accordance with figure 9- 1. -

It will be noted that reliability, maintainability, and safety engineering come_-
under one head. Baird-Atomic takes the position that because of the inter-

relationship of these three groups, combining them will unify their effort Aiid -

best serve the customer.

9. 3 General Maintainability Requirements

The Baird-Atomnic Maintainability Program requirements are as spacifit

in the iollbwing documents:

a. AFSC Manual 80-5 (Ground Equipment)

b. AFSC Manual 80-6 (Grc~und Support Equipment)

c. MIL-M-26512C, except that maintainability demonstration shall be, Iin
accordance with paragraph 40. 1 1 of MIL- M- 2651 ZB

d. MIL-STD-803 (Human Engineering)

In general the Maintainability Program will consist of the following -basic-

elements:

a. Operational and -Support Conicepts and Requirements

b' Design AsSistance, Review,- and Analysis PFrogram

c. Milestone Identiffcation-aiid Schedule

d. Maintainability Controls

e.- Maintainability Demonstratiop

f. Records

g. eporting

0
JL__ 4
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9.4 O~erational and Support Concepts- and Requirements

Baird-Atomic maintainability shall be responsible for the review and de-

lineation of the import of the referenced manuals and- -specifications relative

to the maintainability requirements of the Base Level Analyzer design.

Specific design guides shall be made known to design engineering and moni.-

tored as to effective usage.

It is understood that the maintenance mnanpobwer goal is 4 percent of the

operating holirs of the equipment wvith the minimum operating hour require.-

rnent of thc equipment defined as 3000 hours.

9.5) Design Assistance, Review, and Analysis Programn

9. 5. 1 De~sign Assistance

Maintainability shall assist design engineering by specbifyfing design.-guides.-

and monitoring their usage. The minimum design guide listing is as follows:

a. Every component or subassembl~iy used in the proposed design shall,
where possible, be MIL approved.

b. Every cdmponent or subassemblV used in the proposed design shalt.,
where possible, have a doctiment of failure rate available to Baird-Atomnic,
upon demand.

c. Every phase of the design shall be, where possible, -in accordance
with design and construction techniques as specified in MIL-T-Z2IiOOD.7

d. Each major portion of the equipment shall contain, where applicatilet
4L suitable elapsed time indicator to provide appropriate data for rnaintena~nce
records during the testing program.

e. Every failure in any type of development or final test shall-be- recoridgd-
including an analysis of cauise, decito fte dfcie prad-correc.--

tive action recommended,

f. Every major portion of -the design sihall be provided. with~test points -in
such a manner as -t ýprovide the meants to. locate -a defective subassemby -ini
the least possible timef.

g.All parts -and, subassembisshal be soranged tha tOara.l
accessible for teisfng aiid-treplace- ent.Y

h. Every consider'at-ioshlbegent keepbing the 6ot f mohdules -afid-
subassemblies atl a rmnamum -to all"649F fo1he psbityodsosal .at.failure

-o 1-- -& H



9. 5.2Z Design Review

The maintainability' design review phase of the project will be in accordance

with thit specified in,-the Reliability Program Plan.

9.5.3 Maintainability Analysis

The Mraintainability analysis phase of the project will include the deter-

ni~nation of the following.

a. Inherent- mean and maximum downtime.

-b. Inherent availability.

.Aschedule- of all preventive maintenance tasks with an estimate of the
-time -to accomplish such tasks computed on the b-is of one man per task.

-the basic w-ork sheet used in accomplishing the maintainability analysis

-shall'-be in accordance- with figure 9-2.

"9.6Milestone Identification and Schedule

'the milestone identification and schedule shall be in accordance with that

spec~ified in figure 9-3.

A.? Mairitidnability Controls

In -&der to effect-control of maintainability principles in the design of the

anayzrthe maintainability organization will participate in all of the design

re~viewvs as organized Vy debign engineering, and will be on the distribution

lit for all-design changes.

-~~: -ma"-- -' .8~Miinabilitv Derhonstration

-- Maantaiznabifity demonstratibn shall be in accordance- with paragraph 40. 1. 1

-.- 7
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9.9 Records

The maintainability records to be established and maintained are as

follows:

a. Description of Changes Caused by Maintainability Recommendations

b. Maintainability Design Recommendations Rejected or Trade-Offs

c. Design Review Results and Current Status

d. Progress and Deviation Reports

e. Supporting Documents

f. Documented Sign-Off of Design Specifications and Drawings

9.10 Reporting

Baird-Atomic Maintainability will submit a progress report each month

that will be a part of the Contract Progress Report.

Each monthly report will contain a complete treatment of any trouble

areas and emphasize corrective action required and/or completed.

I

!I
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10. SAFETY JENGLNEERINIG PLAN

10. 1 Basic Philosophy

-The basic philosophy of the Base Level Analyzer Safety Engineering Program

is- to specify the requirements and establish the responsiluility for achieving a

cornp'rehiensive system safety effort. Safety engineering is considered a prime?

-efflort.

.4),e system safety effort shall be inte-grated with 3ystem design, devclop-

nient, rnanufac 'ire, test, checkout, installation and operation by the procUring

agency.

Every effort shall be made to obtain the highest degree of inherent safe~ty

through the selection of appropriate design features, proven qualified comn-

_tp9nents, ..and operating principles.

1.-I SaetX Engineering Oranktion

The organization structure of safety engineering, and its immediate access

totoo1p zxpanagement, is in accordance with figure 10-1.

It willbe noted that safety, maintainability, and reliability engineering come

unrider- one head.- Baird-Atomic takes the position that because of the inter-

relationship~of these three groups, combining them will unify their effort and

biest serve the -customer.

140c.3 -Safet Enginceering Reg~uiremi~nts

-The Baird-Atomic Safety Engineering Program riequireme nts are as specified

Zi dat ed 30 September 1963.

_0~nrl~.te Safet Bgineeirwg-Pzogram. will consist of the following

a;' , njlý4
__~ ~ 4"az~

4-pyea5ft
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10.4 Subsystem Safety Analysis

Each major subsystem of the analyzer shall be reviewed in order to

identify all potential hazards and determine their criticalness. Hazardous

failure modes shall be identified and probability of occurrence predicted on

the basis of the reliability analysis of parts and subassemblies. As a result

of this subsystem, safety analysis the system safety analysis will be performed.

10.5 System Safety Analysis

The system safety analysis utilizes the results from the subsystol, saf.:tv

analysis and develops these results as to their effect on the interface safety

aspects of the total system. 'lhe combined system design is then reviewed in

detail in order to define hikely modes of failure including personnel error and

the effects on system safety.

10.6 Safety Recommendations

Upon completion of the system safety analysis a review of the desigt, Pre-

cepts will be made in order to eliminate all classes of hazard exceeding class

II.

Suitable safety ard warning dev~tccs will be empluyed, where required, in

order to effect class II as the maximum hazard condition.

Recommendatin-,- shall include all aspects relative to personnel, pro-

cedures, and equipment for conducting maintenance, support, and test

operations.

10.7 Safety Procedures

Safety Engineering will be responsible for initiating or review of all

safety procedures in the operation, maintenance, or test of the Analyzer.

10.8 Reporting

At the end of the program a saiety engineering report will be submitted

relative to safety engineering aspect8 of the Analyzer.

-, 10-3



A. I RESEARCH DIRECT READER SPECTROGRAPH (RDRS)
DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM

A. 1. l Object

Take RDRS data from analysis of standard samples and convert from con-

centration versus clock time to concentration versus capacitor voltage format.

with voltages normalized to a 10 volt charge on the reference capacitor.

A.l.2 Equations

[.cv2. .1•

V. = I.50 e (A-I)

where

th
V. = voltage on capacitor for I element

t = time in clock units require to discharge reference capacitor
cv

to 1. 5 volts

t. time in clock units required to discharge reference capacito-r
to ith clement capacitor voltage

V 1. 50 e [5 (A- 2)"

where,

V 0 initial voltage on reference capacitor
0

The values obtained from equations (A-1) and (A- 2) are scaled so that all

values are normalized to V = 10 volts. All averaging operations and all

computer data printout a are done subsequent to conversion from clock units

to voltage and normalization.

ýA I



A. 13 Computer Printout

- Three numbers are printed by the computer for each concentration of each

Jr. purity type. These are the mean V, the maximum difference V ma Vmi
1k and the rrns, v, Thase are obtained am follows

V ~(A- 3)
N

N 1/2

(Vi.-V-

V= (A- 4)

On-the -output data sheet63 4which follow) line I gives the average, line 2

-th~e maximum mninus the minimum, and line 3 the standard deviation.

WE
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Table A- I

7808/GB/BA-Standard-A,- Normhalized Outpuit DatamI 0SetIo

7006/08/6A Sftndard A ______________

X CHANN4EL CAP* VALUIE 0. 1 We*.

IRF AMS, NL T~E

ENTRANCE SLIT To MICRtONS

VA IT sc" _ i W M1cmwR

ITEMPERATURE ____ _________

CI4CTRATX MG CA AL PG. SI AG 41 FE Cu- _SM NOIS
3 4 of -1, 2-

tSPREAD .242 .230 1.215 s165 .367 .763 *29S 0865 _.462- -i449 -

19UA 3*704 34M21 7#122 2*36g 5*129 79560 O&.294*4649~&15Z1UZ1. i W
-_____3__07_ 7b919*24 W 4254 -.4*0- *474- 0221v _____

300A 4.996 4.469 5.901 1.939 4,076 6.416 Sol161 3.68"CA4 .64 174 140
.622 .714 2.504 .304 *6115 1.254 -.945 6)10?.2

200A 3,730 S3.43 4,369 1.M2591413 $.11? 39740 2.401 -,958 3405 10.,00,14442

SPREAD .17S .234 *656 .089 *106 9394 *-IS7 .9065 1ý 1

las et 0ws4044.4s19 m 1 00 T .27 0.20 A ) SolPO USTI s"2 249

SPREAD 9152 :141 *'It . 04 .093 1 .1- _41 asis-

SOA 10867 1~3S -085- 0 S 50 *964- 2.096.1.606k .62s 1.6i4#3=Iso -I5 1.0 .
- 297 #327 091 4204 376.2

7 -T 77-77- 777-



-Ir

41 Table A- I

7808/GB/BýA Standard A, Normalized Output Data (Sheet 2 of 2)

7806GWSAStondord A

Oilf .06 099 .271 OM2 .067 .216 .055 *032 e137 .040

L--0.97 .768 .790 .448S .599 19150 1.153 .521 *928 *696 10.00 1.236
1j06 .*128 *49A4 .054 o08i *255 .159 *187 .587 .037

$PE ý 030 .041 .197 *019 .032 .074 .050 .062 *179 .011

F 137 .085 .208 *050 .068 .114 .078 .070 *138 .043
WIJAQý.A043__1025 #0S6 .016 *027 o041 .030 .025 *042 .015

-5*A -. 245 .460 s460 .366 .429 .543 *840 .264 .365 .503 10.00 1.366
.0V_14__ 7 .074 .104 .1115 .01 .48tO .05 _____

01ýIC4 012 .*049 9021. .013J .035 .024 .014 .020 .014

W 0q 00!199 .332 * 359 .390 .326 .729 .183 .175 .442 10.00 1.267
600-0- p044 .093 *126 *080 .036 .054 9028 .027 .046
ePfA 000 .013 .025 .039 *0?5 .011 .014 .009 .000F .015

-030 .293 *344 *351 o248 .676 .153 011ie.422 1600 1
Wc .059 *103 .00 .069 .022 &0-13 .9039 .032 .044

-~~O 0_016 o032 *016- 021 .007 .02? .015 .010 *0~1'

V -1
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Table A-Z

7808/GB/BA Standard A, Inpqt Data, Concentration versus Clock Readings
(Sheet I of 3)

Input Data 7808/GBVBA Stadar*d A -

S1.K AL Pe •- A RI .. rU •n . V F" A S
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I 500A 9.7 11.7 .7 25.3 10.6 3.6 8.3 . a * 32.6
9.9 3.2 25.5 9o5 3.1 6.6- 13.7 " 33.7

10.5 23.4 8.7 8.1 6.2 011.6 12.6 34.5
22.6 7.7 4.8 5.8 11.0 _9.8 7.3 33,3... 7.*9•.... 7.5 5.2 •4; -710-- / • SO -8.2 33067.8 10.6 1.9 5-9 10.1 7.6 6.9 33.1

7.9 7.5 5. 5.8 9S 699#8. 33.6 -

9.2 10.7 4.1 6.9 13.0 9.9 7.7 32.3
9.0 9.4 " 3.9 25.6 12.7 8.* 9.0 32.5

I 400A 12o1 13.4 3.5 29.7 14.3 6.2 8.6 34._4
12.8 5.9 29.6 14.0 5.2 10.9 19.6 32.3-

S.1390 92 6 106 16 3-9 .
26.7 12.2 8.1 9,5 14.8 11.7 11.0 33.0

U09 - 12.4 592 9*.4 17.6- 40a1 9.6 31.9 .
I'd0.2 lio1 2.1- 1.0*_ 1~l 9. 9*-61 -334.9
110 11.8 5.7 9.2 16.3 "9.9* 11.2 32.3
10.3 11.2 5.6 27.8 13.6 1.8 :1.2 32.8 -

12.6 12.5 6.9 30.1 l1.* 50- 1-1,7 32.4-
I 300A 15.6 18.4 8.4 34,8 1909 9.8 14.7 310.7

18.U 33#2 17.8 -10.8- 13.3 20.9 14.8 34.1
31.6 17.6 9.6 12.8 19-8 140. 15.5 32.7

14.3 16.1 6.1 1307 21.1- 12.0 17.4 33.8
14*0 15.6 10.1 1494 22.4 12.3 15.6 31.0

14.8 16.2 10.6 32.4 10#0 12.8 15.0 32.4
1 14.6 15.3 8.9 33.2 f802 6.9 14.6 31.1

18.8 14.6 40.3 24.6 11.8 18.2 2863 34.2
23.8 40.6 25.8 15.6 .9.8 29.5 19.6 33.0 -

73fl;ý--- _ -14-4 19-2 +2711 18.3 -24.5 33 .---..
19.2 6*.6 14.6 20.3 26.4 1$-1 26.2 -33.6
18.8 21.3 IZ.8 19.3 27.5 18.1 22.0 31.3

16.? 21.6 16.9 4107 *219 106. 23.4 30.5
21.1 21.2 16'.8 42.6 26.4 17o9 23il 32.8

1 1OOA 29.3 33.4 25.0 *5148 39.1 23.2 30.5. 32.9
29.5 24.6 51.6 38. 19.5 28.8 41.6 33.8

-* -



Table A- 2

7808/GB/BA Standard A, Input Data. Concentration versus Clock Readings

(Sheet 2 of 3)
!no t Data 7808,/GB/BA Standard A

33*3 49*11- 36.2 22.8 26.6 37.T 26*3 3408
""4869 37.3 23.6 28.7 37.7 28.*4 36.7 33.6

"- 25.8 29.2 19.2 27.4 37.5 24.1 33*8 33.6
28.1 29.9 25o4 28.' 40.4 28.8 34,9 32,4
26.9. 29.8 27.5 0o.2 37*7 26o4. 34.4 31.4
-27,8 29.3 27.2 51.5 3h.2 24.9 34.2 34.0

-- 7 io--19. ;6 2.49 51., 39.1 20.1 359. 33.1
SOA 39.0 41.8 34.3 58.1 43.7 31.3 37*5 32.5

- . 37.1 354 56.0 4S.6 29.1 35o4 50.2 3447
+-4800 55*06 47*4 3605 36o9 4+900 3998 34*4

• •SS*O 417#5 32*5 3703 50*7 3703 46#0 32*7

"". 35.2 46.1 28.7 36.4 49.3 35.1 44.9 33.*4
-36.5 40.3 •' 30. 3509 480 1' 54 4;67.3 -3-.1
36..92 40o2 37.1 36.5 51.1 34.8 44.0 31.5
360? 395- 37,3 57.0 50.1 36.5 44.3 31,5"

-.- 3.7.60 3714.6 36.4 57.5 4708 34.4 45.3 34.3
-3fi5' 39*5 39*4 5444- 46.8 30.8 44.8 33.4

L; -20A-, 5068 52.0 49.9 62.9 54.7 43.3 44.1 32.0
S55. 60.6 56.6 4.8 i4 440 60.7 51.4 34.3

_______ 61.1 57.0 43:2 59:1 49:6 52:9 339
- +- _4.•-5-"•6*2 43703 4104 5900 49*6 53o2 3209

S 01 50,67 430.7 41.3 60.7 48.5 53.3 32.1
50#6 5N.2 49.9 42.8 54*1 47,9 54.0 33*9

-- 50.1 50.2 50.+ 612 60.1 4 ' 9 53.' 3205
52.2 52.68 594 62.4 57.4 40.0 53.3 31.6
"50.7 4.95 47.6* 62.6 54.7 41.3 52.9 33.7
0b 63,5 58.8 54.2 00.0 58.9 54.2 48.4 33.8

5+•8.3 57.2 65.4 61.6 52.4 48.4 67.4 32.6
0 ___61.7 63.6 59.8 54,3 48.1 68,2 62.1 33.0

-- 6--- 8.1 58.3- 57* --
-2611 2.4 48.0 6808 59.4 57.2 32.1
57.8 57.8 51.1 46.8 65.2 57.4 56*3 32.3
59.8 57.3 57.5 47.9 64.8 57.4 56.7 33.1
.60*7 55.8 56.8 662- 67.6 58.2 57.7 32.8
62.4 58.1 57.8 64.8 61.4 56.7 57.8 33.5

SA - 75#5 61.8 57744 66.6 63.7 580. 4995 '33.0
61.1 61.7 66.5 63.7 57.1 49.9 74.2 33.1

64.9 65.1 59.6 60*6' 50*1 73.7 67.8 34.2
63.8 62.6 •977 48.2 70.6 66.3 59.4 33,9

"74.2 62.9 59.1 49.8 72.7 66.7 59.7 33,4

4A



Trable A-2

-i~ Gil BA Standard@A. Input Data, Concenrc to L c i Clock RLaig

(Sheet 3 of 3)

Input Data 7804/GW8BA Standard A

75.3 61.3 61.4 49.7 72.6 64.7 60.6 33.'2
73.4 62.2 62.7 67.1 72.5 67.2 58.8 30.9 p
-72.86 61 -61 I- 6it- 64.i2 - -- 66.2 ',60A 33*
75.9 60.7 61.6 b6*2 64.1 58.6 59.6 31.7

-. A 0.0 68.1 64.6 62.3 63.8 69.2 53.2 34.4

46.0 65.4 64.1 69.3 5213 76.8 62.9 32.577-ý
66.5 62.6 66.8 52.5 82.0 80.5 `61*6 32*3ý

S -ooI.~6. 17 -77*3 '80.93 -- 62*a-373-*4--
00.0 66.1 66.3 52.3 79.4 81#3~ 62.9 33.1 -

00.0 66.1 68.2 52.4 80.7 80.8 62.7 32.8' _________

OU.O *6uy~o~ Muwo6- 90 90 00 i
00.0 67.0 60.5 67.6 65.0 79.7 62.S 33-.4 -

00.0 66&4 69.6 66.7 65.8 67.1o 6. 33.2 ____

OA- p0.0 - TO0s.V W.0U-7,7- 7 U W 3~~
68.8 72.6 67.6 66.9 13.4 54.3 00.0 -33.6

70.6 65.6 64.2 73.2 53.9 81.4 87.8 33A8

00.0 67.4 75.0 53.4 85.6 91.1S -tA.3 --44
0N. 68.2 ___ 74.4 53.1 8407 91.8, 630r 32.!

00.0 67.4 69.9 66.4 60.6 67.7 62.2 3]s9.-
00.0 66.7 71.7 66.6 67.0 66.3 62.8 133.1

"67~it *9~ TTi*5V 01.3 65s7 73.3 M37 3 a 6--

I- ff
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Table A- 3

780biGBBA Standard B, Normanized Output Data (Shot I of 2)

7808/GB/BA Standard B
tn-e!tt-Yft -Vol! We_____

RSF. CAP. VALUE J-C) MFD.

X CHANNEL CAPe VALUE O" " MFD.

R AMPS.

UNTRANCE SLIT -5, MICRONS

. •-r T .. ..SLTT . .. . . ..--- 5 S7 -rcRoIs- ... .. .. .. ... . .. -.. . ...

TEMPERATURE

CNCTRATN MG CR AL PB 51 AG Ni FE CU SN CV DIVSR

5008 6.697 6.093 9#175 3.052 6.496 8,093 7.429 5.191 6.644 7,002 10.00 1.293
..... '; i E 3o-- -;6 - T- - •T h2 173-2 a29 .76k -

SPREAD .321 .625 1*403 .248 0370 .755 o388 #396 *506 .249.

.796 1.302 3.465 .419 *969 1.641 1.391 *912-1512 :471
SPREAD ".279 .380 1.017 *129 .286 ,473 *457 .282 e466 .166

3006 4.916 L.571 5.20 1.922 4,004 6*442 9 3.665 5*375 4.522 1.0900 1.339
o463 *193 2..4, .•29 .896 .1*"3 e!7 1.OBI .767 .475

2008 3.81" 3*469 4•346 1.297 2,712 5,163 3*743 2.359 40021 3.034 10,00 1.293
*--- -~ - 14I-~j8 Xlt -.4 -4157 19t1t 1'*447 . 4 --
'.,;)PEAD .187 o189 e595 .116 ol3 .46?2 *158 933v .136 .140

o362 .324 1.536 g17 .239 .883 9400 e216 o754 .246
SPREAD *119 &121 9457 o041 .077 .329 .153 .073 .237 .081

50B 10603 1.414 lo58W, o.15 .938 2e133 1.648 *'3!7 1l719 1.067 10.00 1o261
.239 0310 1Q123 .198 9065 .6445 ,19C .1C8 e453 e13Q"

A- 17
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Table A- 3

"7808/GB/BA Standard B, Normalized Outpjut Data (Shet't 2 ui

"7806/G8/BA Standard B

20, ,*915.-• ,758 ,796 ,456 ,677 1,265 1,207 .546 .976 s732 10.00 1,299

sT 4-;T45 -,288 .047 *409 .951- .577 .423 .892 ,332
SPREAD *295 *044 .085 .015 .126 .300 .105 .133 o288 .112

i ; , --- 3 r4-4 *5'35 -572 , 10.00 -*1ai 1-.

046 *070 .230 .020 .135 *301 .082 046 .093 .:025
L-SPREA) **i6-. ,023 .066 ,006 s044 .090 s024 .013 .029 .008

-58 o251 .449 .433 .363 .492 *529 .829 e258 .342 .523 10.00 1,242
.052 *079 .131 .081 ,448 #063 .053 .011 ,074 .054

.0ZI•Z--3 .03149-0.o2,-T---0 .02 10 019

ilb-;p 0600 .362 .325 .328 .384 .311 .71- .178 .173 .444 10.00 1.236,000 *047- ....,122 1.071 .6115 .022 ,056 .023 .038 ,050
SPREAD .000 ,016 .035 #022 .046 .008 .017 ,008 e015 ,014

_'. .042 -.-0%9 .104 .075 .026 .051 .013 .024 .044
0$RA 0OO0 .013 *028 .031 .023 .008 v016 9004 .008 *013.

+ . -.- A 0

j _ -

_•+-e ,T~++ T ""



Table A-A

U- P GB tA Standard B :nput Data. G,.,ivertratuort versus CI'. -k Readxngs

(Sheet I of 3;

7808, G0,/BA Standard B

1 2 " 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 10
5008 9.9 13.9 2.4 25.8. 10.4 5.7 8.2 31.2

q,ý #.1 2503 ý*2 1.8 5.8 13.9 35.1
12.0 24.0 8.9 6.3 5$6 12.0 9.6 34.8

21.8 7.3 6.1 5.9 10.4 9.4 7.1 33.4
7,7 7.3 '3.•*9' -599 10.7 8.6 6oB 3•-9-
8611 8.9 2.1 4*.3 10o2 5.8 8.4 35.4
7.6 ), 8 4.0 6.1 1)o4 9.4 7.? 32.1
'.0 8*5 2.4 22.] 9.2 6.o 6.2 32.8

-. " 1I. 1".2 3.6 29#7 14.' 6.2 9.9 33.2
6 .0 28.0 13o2 5.6 9.3 '0.6 33.6

14•.4 -278 12.Z 8.6 9.0 15.3 12.6 5336
26.3 12o2 5.3 8.0 3o.7 9.3 10.-5 34:2

9.9 11.1 6.6 7.4 12.8 1093 11.4 34*2
1'.5 11.6 4.1 11.9 1•o4 1.9 11.4 34.3
10.0 9.5 4.8 795 14.4 1.1 9.8 33.4

11. i .6 6o7 27o'i 13.4 9. 11*4 20

- 11.1 13.1 7,1 8280 13Z .. 7 10i6 32.-9
'1.8 12.7 6.9 29.2 13o5 5.3 11ol 31.6

3008 15.3 17.6 8%9 34.8 20s7 9.8 13.7 33.7
14.3 9.2 33.6 19•1 ?o3 12.8 21.5 34.3

18.3 31.9 lfo9 10.9 12.1 18.9 14.2 34o9
30.5 j6.2 9.1 10.1 16.9 12.7 15.6 3403

S ... . ? - 1. . 18.8 -. 6 -13.*- 72.7 -11.*6 1&i--33Z
14.3 15.8 8.3 12o9 20.7 12.2 16.8 33.8
l.O 1491 8.6 12.5 21.2 11.3 15.0 33o4
13.04 16.3 i1.0 W2.8 19.? " 13.6 15.8 3195
J#.j5 1:.9 10.7 32.7 17.4 1105 14.8 33.5

•o3 . 1. .10ob 3a.4 19. 8 .A 16.3 32.1
* IC 2t)b -2t9 .1-? &5 t5oa t. Ž6z t4.- 210i4

19.6 15.1 41.3 25.2 11.9 18.6 p8.2 33.,;
24.1 39.3 24.9 15.7 18o3 26.4 19.1 34.9

- 4.09 27.1 15.9 Z.?7 36.4 18o8 25.6 31ý0* 419,• 25.7 13.2 20.2 29.3 16.4 24.3 32.3

i8.8 22.2 12.2 19.? 27.7 17,8 23.4 31.6
1946 21-04 t - -- *- --- - - -,I ;& -z w---o-5--w --
18. 20.8 16.4 409. 26.5 16.9 22*9 31.5
20.3 22.1 17.i 42. 27.5 18.1 24l1 33s
18.2 19.8 15.5 j8.4 26.5 10.- ?206 32.8

1i08 28.' 30.9 22.8 50.6 3709" 22.3 29.5 33.3
28.5 24o8 49.5 36.7 18.8 27.4 38., 34.7

A--
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Table A-4

7808/GB/BA Standard B, Input Data. Concentration versus Clock Readings
(Sheet 3- of 3)

7808/GB/BA Standard 8

Ft*9 020t 1100 q5 -12t9 $923~ 9a -29

73.2 62.9 64'4 50.2 72A8 67.4 60*2 -3303
73.9 61.4 62.9 68.1 73*6 68.3 58.1 30*6
73.5 61.0 62.8 63.7 62.7 66.6 ý8.8 31.6
74.4 60.7 62.5 65*9 63,A. 57,0 59*6 33.6

18 00.0 67.4 6493 67.4 66*8 69,7 53.1 33*8
S.650'9 69.1 68.8 66.9 3*.8 5W7 00.0 33jS

68.6 69.4 61.8 6Sg 52.4 80.8 83.3 33.2
66.7 61.7 69.8 53.9 78.8 82.8 62*1 34.1

000C 66.8 69.5 5'.3 80.5 79.8 63.6 34*9
00.0 66.8 68.4 52.7 81.#4 79.7 61.8 33.0
00.0 67.6 71.6 53.1 80.1 83.8 61.3 32.6
0-i0 65i5 69.8 67.7 81.4 79.3 62*4 32.2
00.0 65.0 67.4 71.2 67.5 79.8 62*3 31.7
00.0 66*2 69.4 67.4 65.6 69*8 62.6 3t.7

u 00.0 68.7 66*0 68.7 63.9 74.3 54.2 3&.4
69.1 71.0 66*8 66,7 73.8 53.1 00.0 31.9

70.? A7.4 66*9 72.7 53.4 82.6 87.3 31.8
-. . . "- ,8 67,7 73.4- 53o4 83.9 88.7 61#4 32.9
00.0 60.0 74*6 54.0 84e2 91.1 64.5 34.7
00.0 67.4 7403 52.7 84.4 91.5 62.9 31.8
60,0 67,2 70.6 53.1 84.4 -86.9 62.4 31.8
00.0 67.5 70.3 68.7 84.4 87.6 63.3 32*4
00.0 68*2 72*1 68.2 67*5 88.2 64.1 34.4

-00,0- 66.6 -70,r--56Wh---67W4 74 ......-- ... 63.6 32.7

A I-
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Table A-5

7808/GB/BA Standard C, Normalized (sttput Data (Sheet I of Z)

7808/GB/BA Standard C

REF. CAP* VALUE MFD*

X CHANNEL CAP, VALUE MFD&

IfA E ALVCYCL-r-

RF AMPS*

ENTRANCE SLIT MIC,'.ONS

E ,-•XT T st. i-r- t~WT'OiS"

TEMPERATURE

CNCTRATN MG CR AL PB ST AG NI FE CU SN CV DIVSR
, ..Ppm I a 4 • V. 1o

SOOC *6.69;) 6.429 8*509 3*140 6*508 8.662 7.667 5*903 69696 79231 10.00 1.286
st4 --- S-*" 1-.356 Z -04-05 1 O'C53 Ti2ll 1.073 -86-

SPREAD .314 *588 1.419 *236 .452 .841 .319 e330 .359 .308

40•UC 5*'71= D*410e f*4112 4o446= D*Z47 1,s5VU 6*4U.Z 4,#51 V933-"0"7W 10800 1 #255
.666 o378 3o576 9406 .696 1.396 .712 *S77 *906 *527

t•SPREAD #306 *120 1*011 *129 *218 ,488 *203 *301 #345 *15•9

30CjC 4.823 4.602 5.915 1.870 4.029 6s500 5.198 3.664 5.097 4.525 10.00 1.230
.671 .822 2.853 .408 .561 1.499 *669 *806 .799 e560

bF-• E :•RAD qz0u) OZ ID "G•0 #1'IZV s•o *OUB 6194S Mlt 'Y '4-310 e 106

2OC 30897 3,534 4.367 1.314 2,744 5.283 3.957 2.586 4.078 3.138 10O00 1.339
-3-4-- ..... U'D 2- ¾ 3-4 -- s-"I --- 6T -1¥r4 --- 3-i-43---7

SPREAD .202 .139 .664 .076 140 .552 .158 .251 o227 o098

s327 e462 1.257 s088 .090 1*032 .351 .236 9597 .156
SPREAD o119 .150 .413 *033 e030' .373 .120 *086 .276 oO53

51C 1.634 1.456 1.561 .604 1.000 2.237 1.657 .843 1.789 1.106 10.00 1.273
.290 .232 e623 .087 .216 .599 .154 .085 .346 .123

A- ,'

----------- -l-
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Table A- 5

7808/GB/BA Standard C, Normalized Output Data (Sheet 2 of 2)

* 7808'GO/BA Standard C

20C e737 9703 .747 .440 .578 1.038 1.039 .445 .802 .662 10.00 1.380
*i16 ,%Zi -s2"38 .048 .167 .248 *320 .095 .079 *046

SPREAD .052 .049 0049 .016 .O057 .083 .103 .033 .024 .017

19C *4YL *2.15 *~, 5 M vg *519 *723 *932 3*-47 O3-13 -5TiF-0TW-oD3T-7
I .05' .067 .295 e048 .199 s292 e110 .059 .107 .046

SPREAD .021 .019 .082 .013 0071 .095 .034 .019 .038 .016 1
sC .251 .450 .449 .363 .409 .483 .812 .248 .322 .499 10.00 1.450

•072 .121 *154 *069 v022 .303 .109 .148 .230 .084
,'1T )P!AD ,UZZ ,035 *044 ,020 ,u08 e8-.525.0 - "T-0-

Ic .000 .369 .340 .345 .383 .307 .64. .170 .172 *438 10.00 1.293
,uU -- o2T- *077- e109-33 .062 .577 .032 ,018 03. .

SPREAD .000 e009 .025 *035 s048 0O0Q .196 9010 .012 o008

.000 e040 .116 9027 9100 .014 o062 *012 o025 .042
SPREAD .000 .013 .034 .007 .032 v005 .021 .004 .009 .012

AI
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Table A-6

1808, GB/BA Standard C, Input Data, Concentration versus Clock Readings (Sheet I of it

7898/GB, BA Standard C -

ER At: Pe 5i A6 .. ! FE C.fd 5 f
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

500C 9.9 12.1 1.6 25.6 11.4 4.2 7.1 32.9
6.3 0.3 2490 8.2 0.3 4.3 12.6 35.4

11.0 23.3 8.2 5.9 4.6 10*6 9.1 35.4
21.94 8,3 3.8 5.4 10.7 9.6 7.9 33v5

7.3 .... 7.& -- - - .. 8 6.4 r ". . .
8.1 8.6 0.8 4.9 11.0 6*4 6.9 35.2
7.7 9-2 2.7 5.7 10.3 7T7 5.4 32.8
4.3 8.4 2.2 21.8 8.5 7.3 5.9 32.9
.l1 13.* 2.8 28.0 12.9 5.7 808 33.8

;1.6 5.o 28,5 13.2 4.6 9.2 16.8 33.6
13 - 17T-4 '-12.W4 -Ti4- -3* Z~u *Ii---------

27.9 13.5 7.5 9.8 16.7 12.3 21.9i 32.3
10.0 11.2 4.9 07.6 14.3 09.3 :0.3 34.0
11.1 '2.3 3.8 09e2 15.7 09.4 11.1 32.8
10.3 :2.O 05.8 09.1 14.3 09.2 10.8 32.4
p9.5 .107 0504 26.4 13.1 09, 09.8 32.3
-1z. -1i 1il3'~r -7 4- -1 TUIUW *T
12.4 11.2 5.3 29.7 13.4 5.0 11.1 32.'9

300C 15.2 16.5 7.6 34.6 19.7 9o9 13.1 33.7"
147- Sob 70. .7~ G 3309

18.4 32.9 17.7 10.9 13.1 20.8 14.5 34.2
31e5 16.9 9.5 12.0 17.5 13.2 15.5 33.9

-~~1o 13;5 2T~ 0~. aS. --II~~
14.2 14.9 6.4 12.9 21.3 11.7 ASo6 33.8
14.5 16.6 10.5 14.6 21.8 13.9 16.4 30.9
13. A 1 8- 9.9 32. e7 - 18.8 11.8 -15o4 32.8
-•.1 :7.5 11.5 35.9 19.1 14*8 16*1 31o9

•5,0 :3.9 8.8 34*6 18.4 7.2 14.8 33.8
Pu : -- - ± 8 ..- - tt -'--- t-i -40 -•bw4JT --- - ?-.-T -.'•P " ........ .......

20.6 16.1 41.9 26.4 12.6 19.6 29.6 33.6
24.2 39.1 25.4 16.6 18.3 26.6 20.1 34.4

-... .... 3-9.3 61.3 ta.?- lt.8 26.0- 10.8 2,.6 33.8
24.4 12.*6 17.*8 Z5, 17.0 23.4 34.1,8.3 19.2 10.3 17.6 27.6 16.8 2294 33.8

17.6 20.9 16.6 39.9 24.5 16.9 22o6 32.2
2.*1 21.1 16.7 '2o1 26.6 17*7 22,8 32.9
2'4. 20.8 14*.5 1.t 27.0 10-.2 25.1 32.1
: 8 .9 12.4 24.8 51.3 37.9 22o9 29.8 32.8

26.5 24.9 51.4 37.2 19.6 28o1 43.6 34.2

A- •



Trable A- u

7808iGBi BA Standard C, Input Data, Concentration ersis Clok k Readings (Sheet 2

7808/GB/BA Standord C

49.5 37.7 19o9 29.2 40.3 26.3 35o7 33.1
26.3 28w6 18.7 26*9 37.8 23.9 33.9 33.8
28.1 30.2 25.9 29.2 41o2 26.5 34.5 31,0
26.8 29.7 25.8 50.3 38.7 25.7 35.4 32.1
28.6 30.4 27.1 51.6 38.4 2o.2 34.8 32.7
-"r-2Z-2-l 2•Y"* -30'F- 38.3- 19.2 " 35.3 34*3

soc 38.3 40.9 35.2 56.9 43.8 32.6 37.3 32.8
37.8 35.5 57.6 46,4 28.8 35.4 49.7 33.6

44.2 56.0 46.5 33,7 35.7 49,5 37.1 34,4
54'.7 46.6 29.6 35,9 49.8 35.9 44.9 33.2

34,7 45.2 28.1 35.4 48.3 34.1 43.9 3o,6
5 .6 +S7;6 ............ Z8 4 35.4 50-.T -3348 4 --54;.
35.7 30.6 36.4 36%6 50.0 33.1 44.3 33.7
35.2 39.5 37.8 54.9 48.7 33.6 44.1 31.8
38-T 37.8 36*1 57.1 48.1 33t6 44.9 34.7
35.6 37.1 36.1 55.8 45*9 29.1 42.7 33.1

t 20C 55.6 56.6 51.0 61.4 59*6 48.3 46.2 31.8

55.3 62.4 58.1 46.4 43.7 62.0 50.8 34.9
"62.8 55.4 46.6 44.2 62.7 51.6 55.1 34.9

8*.2 44.3 44.8 64.2 50.1 53.7 34.3
51.6 52,0 44.8 44.0 60.8 50.3 54.8 33.4
51.o 52.3 51.7 50o4 60.1 50.1 54.4 32.7

52.4 52.7 51.5 63o6 55o7 50.8 54.6 32.8
51.8 5-.0 51.8 61.6 53.9 43.4 53.8 31.5

. 59.1 57#4"- 51.8 63.8 60.8 49.*4 46.6 31,8
58.7 57.6 6'.s3 61.4 51.3 47o5 66.7 32,5

61.8 63.6 56.4 54.4 l'Y*0 65o9 61st 33.4
-....... ..... ..... .. ... .... "6 5•'--- -- -35"---5 " -I• ' - •- '9"- 5"-'--- "---. . . ..... . .

59.7 60.5 57*0 47.4 65.4 59.2 57.9 35.1
59.4 58.2 50.9 47.8 68*6 57.7 57*3 33.0

"- 39.9 5T.6 58o 46o6 00.0 57.4 56.9 33j?
61.2 57.6 57.6 6S.2 61.7 58.2 57.6 32.b
61o. 57.9 5?od 64*1 60.2 59.4 56.3 32.2

-" 61-0- 5603 56.Y-- 62-9- 6"1.6' .. - 63 31"1-6
5C 77.1 62*1 59.2 66.4 00.0 59.9 50.4 34.4

61.5" 62.7 66.3 64.3 58,0 49.9 73.4 33.2
66.3 63o9 63.4, 50.3 50.2 69.8 68.7 33.4

66.5 63.ot 59,7 49,5 73.6 65.3 59.7 33.8
72.5 64.5 62.3 4'97 72o5 65.4 59.6 32.7

A.-4
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Table A-6

7 808/GB/BA Standard C, Input Data, Concentration versus Clock Readings (Sneet+-3- of 3)
7 808iGB/BA Standard C * - "

73.6 61.7 60.9 49*5 73*5 68e6 59#8 3108

74.1 61.5 62.8 66.8 73.7 69.1 59.3 3L.6
-..... ý40 6fy.b 6108 67.6 6691 65.4 60.3 33.9

71.2 60.7 61,3 66.8 63.7 56.3 S6.8 30.5
IC 00.0 "66.8 64,3 63.0 65o7 72e4 53.1 34.5

68.7 67.4 60.9 69.4 52.7 79.3 82.4 34s6
6803 62.6 68.4 52.1 81.4 7'P43 62.8 34el

S. . - ....- 66.8 -6905 82.5 819 0 81.0 -62i'+5 3T ?
00.0 66.4 71*4 52.3 83.1 8,3.8 62.3 33.2
00.0 65.9 68'3 52.7 Be. 82.3 62.3 32.6

00.0 65.4 6•.4 68.9 67*5 8003 6303 32.6
00.0 65.3 68.0 68.9 67.5 68.2 6296 32.8

1,C $M,0 68.5 65.5 -63t4 62.6 73'9 54.1 . .. - - 7. .
6c.O 70,0 67.6 67.6 73.8 54*0 00.0 33.7

70*0 68.7 67.b 735. 54.4 84*0 91.6 34•4

00.0 67.1 74.4 53.3 82.6 91.7 62.8 33.4
00.0 68.1 73.4 53.0 82.9 88,1 62.8 33.1S00. 0 6T 2 '71 2 -. -- "1 +6 -83'*-9 9C44 6 - 3 oT. .
00.0 67.4 70.5 69.3 84.2 90.3 62.3 31.1
U.•C.C 68.8 72.9 68.3 67.9 88.0 64.3 33e4U +D "6 6*-6---6,F--• q U,• iY I'-'I

A.-Y
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"Table \-7

7 808 GB/BA Standards B and C, Normalized Output Data (Sheet I of 3)

780,3 GB,'BA Standard B and C

011 TYPE ATt

* REF. CAP. VALUE 10 MFD.

X CHANNEL CAP. VALUE 0 ! MFD.

RF AMPS. +

ENTRANCE SLIT So MICRONS

TEMPERA TURE

(NCTRATN AL CV DIVSR

400• 0ooo .0OO .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 69052 10.00 1*436
.00•)".000 .0 -0-.00 .00--.000 .000 .000 .000 .689

SPREAD ,00) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .OOC .000 .000 o290

0B 000 000 4000 .000. 000 .000 .000 .000 *000 5*396 10.00 1.458
.000 .000 .. 000 .000 *000 .000 .000 .000 .000 o243

SPREAD .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 o000 .000 *000 .000 .104

2,R o0o',) .Oc 0000 . 000o 0o . s0oo .000 .000 .000 ."^O0 30972 10.00 1.345
.090 '000 .000 .000 .D000 .000 ,Onrl .000 .0o0 o159

*g--oo - -0--o 0 067

i1OB .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 @O0 .000 2.390 1O.00 1.450S .. ... .... . .. . .5?-o - - •-- --- o , -• . ,• 6 . - . r) '-, o6 - , ioO - '• i ". .. . . . . . . .*~~~c~lo -oo .0 .0.. .^Or, .30 .0n .006.17
SPREAD .300 .000 .000 0 000 0,)0U 4000 .000 00,0 .000 *080

,r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ *0 000T---;O0',O #O0--0-0 "*O"T-""--000 000'0 '*'006 le385-16'60( 1,299

.000 '000 OOG .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 9000 .027
SPREAD o000 ,000 *000 .000 v.00 .000 .000 .000 .00 .013

201 '000 .000 .000 .000 .000 9000 .000 .000 .000 .750 10.00 1.199
.000 .000 .000 *000 .000 . ,00 9000 *000 .000 .048
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S, Table A- 7

7808/GB/'BA Standards B and C. Normalized Output Data. (Sheet 2 of 3)

7 130 i*GB/BA Standard B a:nd C

SPREAD ,o .000 .000 .0 0- .00 -. C *o0o .C,^ . ono .0 'o .121

10B .000 .000 .000 e000 .000 .000 .*00 .0'0 .000 .553 10.00 1.242
.000 .000 .000 0 000 .n00o ..000 Oo0 00C .Oo o00 .013

SPREA) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .10C .000 .ln5

so 0000 -000 .000 .000 .Uoo .000 .o000 00 o 000 .408 100.0 1.*4b
'000 '000 .000 '000 '000 .000 .000 .,)O .000 .016

S....PREAD .000 *000 .000 o000 .300 .n0o .000 .000 .n00 .107

lB o000 G000 o000 .000 0o)0 D00c .oc0 nnC .a0c .288 10.00 1 926
-.. . .Q.LQg_ _ o.Q0 Q,000 L0O9 .0OQO v 3) n0q ,2Q0 #'10  :0'15

SPREAD .000 .000 .000 .000 0100 .000 Oo 00C #n00 en`12

. QB .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 0 000 .000 .000 .000 .250 1ý10. 1.273
e000 e000 .000 *00 o ,0C *00O oOCC .000 0 .e29

SPREAD e000 9000 .000 o000 o001 .000 .000 9000 .000 o013

400C .000 .0ou .000 -000 .ooo .000 .o00 .o000 ,006o140 9 10.00 1,325
.000 0 000 .000 0 000 .000 ,000 000 OO 00 .403

SPREAD .000 .000 .000 .00n .000 .000 .000 OOO .000 .183

300C .000 0000 10.0 0000 000 0000 .0no .000 1000 5.565 10.00 1.293
.000 .000 ,0000 .000 .000 .300 .0OC .000 &1000 439

SPREAD .000 o000 .000 ,000 .000 .000 .207

20- . .20 .00 00 000 "000 .000 .000 .000 9000 0000 4.206 10.00 1.458
oOC0 o000 .o00 .0 .010 ,) ,0 .* 0 )0 e 0 0 .760

SPREAD .000 .0 ,0000 .000 ,)00 .00 D 000 r00) -'00 .:5-

,v oot¢ .ooo i o-056-.ddo ob- oo .oo 6 -6-o 5-5- ... .o6-2.-4• 6-0],
0000 000 0 O 000 :3 000 00O .000 .000 .000 o275

SPREAD .0000 000o *00 ,0 ooc0000 000 00-00 .000o oo 0115

soc '000 '000 000 000 '000 '010 ;Ono 6010 e010 1.479 10.00 1.373
0000 .000 .000 .000) o010 .000 .000 .000 .nl0 .124

READ g0 0 000 .00 0 0 00 0 .000 .000 0 00 0 .000 000 0055

20C 0 000 0 C0 :0000 '000 '000 0000 .000 :010 :695 10.00 le-5o
0000 4000 oc00 0000 6000 ,000 0000 4010 otM00 052

SPREAD .000 .000 e000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 ,000 .023
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Table A-7

7808 GB/BA Standards B and C, Normalized Output Data (Sheet 3 of 3)

7808 GB/BA Standard B and C
IU; 00 0O OOO D 0 OO 0000 * O ' 0000 * 000 0000 *•d'L0000*Z ~COZ • ..

,00 000 e 000 o ,O 000 e000 *000 *Oo 000 *0O 000 *052
SPREAD 0000 .000 O000 9000 o000 .000 .000 .000 efl00 0')21

5C .000 000 .000 .000 *GO 000 #000 .000 .000 *402 10.00 16211
.00" .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .0,0 .000 *000 *016

'-...- -,6 .0 00 -..o0---.0o'-6b' o00 ,015

Ic .000 .000 .0000000 . 000 00 .00 .000 COO .000 *285 10.00 1.261
.. .. 0 000 ,-O0 00-00,0 .0"c o00o0 .OhO "',00 .ho - .-T i

SPREAD 0000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .006

S-.-O - --. =F --.- o0ow- . 00-- - - 0"0---00- 0000 0 6 VI "0.00 12561
o000 .000 .000 .000 .000 o000 .000 .000 .000 0019

SPREAD ,000 .000 .000 .000 000 0 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

t7

'1A4
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Table A-8

7808 GB/BA Standards B and C Input Data, Concentration versus Clock Readings
"(Sheet I of 2)

* Input Data 7808 GB/BA Standards B and C
"RE. LV

1 4008 9,7 33,*S19. 32.7
11.4 30.7

1 3008 11, o8 33,0

12.7 30.4

1' 2008 18.6 32.0
18.0 32.2
18.8 32,0

1 1008 28.2 33.3

29.6 30.5
1 508 39.8 31.7

39.4 32-6
39.4 32.7

1 208 52.6 30.8

"5195 34.3
1 1 0 8 57.9 31.0

57*6- -32" 1-
58.1 33.6

1 se8 63*7 32.7

64.5 30.3
1 19 71,2 32*3

70,8 3'7-9
"70*8 32.9

1 08 75.3 32.1

73.1 33o1
1 400C 8.9 3391

10.1 32.3
1 300C 12.8 32.2

11*2 32o0
I216o3 33.6

17.7 30:4
S1 OOC 26.6 33.5

-V-
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Table A- 8

7808 GB/BA Standards B and C Input Data, Concentration versus Clock Readings
(Sheet 2 of 2)

Input Data 7808 GB/BA Standards B and C

- 2641 32.9 7"
2868 31.4

1 90C 37.6 32.1
i-37,8 33o4 -0 4

S39*3 31*6
1 2 0C 5399 32*5

53.7 31.4
1 lo .o 337

57.8 31:1
1 3C 65*0 32*5-- *]63*02 510 -P~ . I + "='-*

-"" 6446 34.1- -
1 lC 70.7 32*1

70.9 33.3
l Oc 74.1 30*8

"7193. 3S3,

A--4

1,

S-•,, - + '- .. . . . " +.

II
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II
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PURPOSE

Aia evauation to determine the interference level of the oil analyzer aind
*Upp~ssthe level below tAIL-I-26600 specification limit.

lc6n4v~&te4 and raid'ated mneasurement~s were performed tn ace )rdance with
the. procedure outlined WnMIL-1-26600.

* TZST RESULTS

ksroiadbaaid conducted measurernents wore performed on the unit as rae.ived.
The levels, shown on Graph 1, va-ried fromn 108db uv/rrc to 155db uv/t-nc
which is 5db to 70db above the opecification limit. There wa~i a 10db to Z0db
decrease when tht Saps were altered to shown on Graph 2. The unit wa~s
still&Sdb above the spectifiation litmit at 4Mc. The analyzer was enclosed
ia-s galvanized con~tainer &nd interforenc~ filters were installed on the in-

Ipt# woer leads. Tk3 level dropped below the specification lin-it except at
liteM where it was 8db abolve the opecification. Graph 3 shows this level.

Aro'adband radiated interference measurements were conducted on the oil
analyzor as receivred. The interfekence level, shown on Graphs 4 and 5,
varted from 16fdb uv/mc at .l5Mc to 52db uv/rnc at 1OKMC, which is 30db-
to,8Qdb above the specification limit. A copper screen was placed over the
unit and grounded to the base (grotind plane). This screen improved the
level at tie low end only as shown on G3raphs 6 and 7. The coaxial loop was
installed inside the containeor to do~ormine its effect. No change was ob-
served as shown on Graph fi. An aluminum shield was then placed over the
coaxial line loop but ao d~crease in level was noted (Graph 9). A galvanized
enclosute was placed over the copper enclosure. No basic improvement wasl
obootved except for a slight variation at the low frequency end.

Probing indicated that the leakage radiated from the prime, power leads and
fr~gn Clio base of the shield. Line filters were installed on the prime power
1ea6. This decreased the level acroso the whole frequency~ range. The
unit was still Odb to ZOdb &above the x21ocification limit aboves 3VMc as shown
on Graphs 11 and 12.

SUPPRESSION

The oil analyzer was enclosed by a copper scr~en gjarnished by !-aird Atomic.
I& giivautned container also fuarnished by Baird Atomic was pliac-id over tho
Aopper screen. A bi'tter"&*&$ at the base of tie container waR necessary to

~4odreso~ the interforenot level. The power l*4Lds ware filtered with a Sprag~iv
JNII-999A filter to stop power line radiation.

rCO VLS1NS

")z.&Wý%d,9oW.udcted interfezeace Weasuromduts wore conducted on the-oil
4yb~e -as received. The le"ls varli. from 1086Db ~m to 1S5db uv/m

t6700b ibop thkam %W16a~.~o limit. txce$t for on's point, the level

%, Y -

.7



dropp~ed b,.1ow the spec~ficallon w~ien the, avalysor wa"S a~closed in~ a go-vauixed
cotntainer and suppruisin filtter ware pla'4A *a~ thii input pwoy leadoa. Tht
point o~ccur red at 0. 15Mc whete 12 waa 94 abovsAt~ spee~ecification l'Mit.-

flroa4innd raulitate Intmrfctces 7,wh9 7'Coadur94~@ toidiIe on th~e ail
i~lyzer as .'ece~ed. Tito lotv'ls va2'ted fro;.'i M6db vk/mc at I'Mc to SMd

U'ir/m.c at tORMC 03Odh to #Odb ihor. Okie opec ificks .n IRmit). A M, ýPý S"UI
Impoftnont was obcervovd the low freqiuency ond Wher. a copper im~rvan
anid A galv'anii~ed screen was' piced over thie *iX analyzer, Pifoig indiCatud
that the leakage radiatid from-Sh tritvi pre~wer 'e*SoA 4knA frem a"' Imsi of tbe

14 eMold. Line fthers vewi ipsta~od and the radlatfon roe.".Lourad. 'Tha l.ovl
wasn withio #,ec~f~cat~aa %op to 39M,- and w*va out of qpoc&i.14miu by (Odb to 20dh
;(Iov* 3QjMiC.

It wasn felt that tightening tht base of the cnclo~vre and thos openin& for tht aW.r
will decrease the radta~lon. iltering tho power leads wiih a Sptagu-* JN;7.98A
filter w&1i iarthet decresbe tieo interowfroxce, level.

R. R~Ancourt
Teot Engineer
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0 A r%E r t &I t -ý L4 A r 1 5A &A &.2

INTERFERENCE CONTROL ENGI .NEERING EVALUATION -REPORT NO..
STEST SAMPLE: MEASURING INl*TRUMkENTl

mo,)Ej ORJWEZ MODEL.L 4.

I SERIAl SERIAL

iTEST INFO, PICK'P__ 4 j
.!DATA SHEIe4 NO -- f ~ 1SPECIFICATION INFO, .

OATE No - -- - i+

CONTPACr No -ETF FRE A K -,- 1

FE METER IREADINCS SPEC AM IE EAK
-LIMIT

IN LINE NO UNE gg0g_____"

| - -

-. I : ] •?:•+-

-77-

-,-fill, e

-,- 
q'I._

S•>A1A SH-.- NO -- " '- •
-- LL . - _ _ __SCC_ _N NF_ _ . ..

S. . . . - -. . . ..-...- _ -

- - - -+ C Mlt - -tG SE AMCN EAK

-0 - - - -6 - -s

- • - - - +p.

__-+ .j,- i 1 _ _ _ ;__ _/ 5 • ,+ . .

il j -.. ..
- --/ -6. - -+..-

m •- - - - -. ." "_",xaL -•.__ q

-I - -

i , i. i/. _

- - <-, - -

-_- .. + . + - - . .. . .. ...

__-____ * +

ICI.5 -* -MEASUREMENT.0tVg i
APPROVED . .I_ _'_-

.... . . .;- --- - - - - - ---- - - -
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SANDERS A5SOCJATES.INC.. WANA5A4, N.H.

INTEREERENCE CONTROL ENGINEE'RING EVALUATION RE POýT NO..
TEST SAMPLE- AUIG IARAWI MODEL 04 TYPE -ESRN -NS-RAM40011-

TEST INFO,
DATA SHEET NO. 44-S PECIWICAt1ON INFO:,

* DATE 'ttso. RO~D v-

SCONTRACT NO. -ES PERFORMED_______

- UI RfADINUS --(4;$i , 4A~14. UAMI
I 2 34 6

- --- -.
7 % 

-
-- --

* 
rI -- - -- - - - ---- - -- - - - - /J~f~vf?.~ !V~f.....

±1IIZI L -

*-77

- -F - -

I -,
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SAN - -8, AvesItC e ASll NIAN.
INTERFERJtiCE CONTfROL EN'!NEERING EVALUATION H REPORT NO.*

TEST SAMPLif MEA~SURING INPYQM•ODEL baI 'MV~ i ! 2ý , • _ J •4 " -* , .- M •Ii V F ' .--- u J.__ .=:"

TEST INFO I PC1ATOIF• DATIA 5HFET NO - S..1•_ _. -• _--"' .,PEW , Iit• : -1 -10 .. -""
DATEAz
CONTRACT SO... T OAL =3/ VV ti7

FREO. týr- Mt~tfi READNGS -I AM NU REMMCS

S 2 3

- --- - - -

- ,--.-___ ___________- _

i ..... _ _ _ _

- - .o- -- - -- - o._• .. .Z L.. . -. .. .. . . ...- : " - . .. . ... . "___ _ _ _ __ -_"__ _ "_ _ _- _ _

/. .... . .... -- . - . _ _ _ _ _ _,,. .
-f- :- -•. " - - -";-.. -I ,•g

$ • -.€7 - - . .- - ( .

tC~b " ' " ' ' , -Ifl • • II IT __•.tE ..A
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SANDERS A'SSQC1AteS~Nc., NAsHUA, N,14.

j INTER.E4CE CONTROL ENGMNERING EVAUTOYEOTN..~Z
TES FSAAA PLt E MEASURING INSTRUMENT.. 21!

4 M~t)~L ~ MODIL Pl.(--~.,'

TEST INFO: _____ __________jDATA SHEET NO ___ SWEIFICATION INFO:
f ATI No,. d

CON IACT NO, .. -?SPCF4Wu.T'1e~

IREOli MUR ATNA CORN COIRCTED, SPEC ~~N '

REDNG ACTOl fAOOR READING IlMil

A- .' 4/.

/2

AL. ----

- - - -

10A ýv•4 ¾:m in _________a~o#JPO E WY



`ZANXII99 ^b3Uv-IAlt3,IN4., NA3MUA. N H.
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